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SPON new head office

COMPANY
PROFILE

Founded in 2002, SPON Communication Technology Co., Ltd, well known as
a national high-tech enterprise, is one of the most powerful IP Intercom System
and IP PA system manufacturers in China. With its headquarter based in
Changsha National High-tech Development District, SPON has multi-branches
located in Toronto, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chengdu and Xi'an. SPON new
head office spans more than 35,000 square meters (The 1st phase of SPON new
head office (20000 square meters) has been put into use since 2017) and has
more than 400 people. SPON has been committing for decades to the IP network
audio technology which has found its wide application in multiple-cross fields
(e.g., Finance, Transport, Education, Safe city etc.) and has ranked the first in
multiple industries.
SPON is focusing on the frontier of IP network audio technology, engaging
in the improvement of the existing exquisite design and the exploration of
technological innovations and breakthroughs. All of the core products have
obtained the intellectual property rights as well as the "CCC, CE, MA"
certifications. Up to now, the patents credited to SPON have amounted to more
than 50, including the utility model patents, appearance patents, computer
software copyrights, ISO9001 & ISO14001 and many other intellectual property
rights. SPON market range is from The North and South America, Africa, Europe,
Oceania, and the Middle East to Southeast Asia.
The best remarkable growth in recent years:
Honored with "High-tech Enterprises Recognized" in Aug 2012
Included in the "National High-tech District pioneer list” in 2014
Ranked top 10 security brands in China 2017
SPON core products:
XCoIP Network Audio Technology Platform
IP Intercom System
IP Public Address System
IP HD Sound Pick-up System
SPON target:
SPON aims at becoming the leading manufacturer of IP intercom and
PA system products in the world

The Opening Ceremony of Industrial Park
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SPON WORKING ENVIRONMENT

PROJECT CASES

SPON has a sound working environment.

Reception Counter

Office

Exhibition Room

Office
Tiananmen Square, China

The Great Wall, China

School in France

Factory in Switzerland

Safe city in Philippines

Factory in Singapore

Hospital in Egypt

Parking lot in Mexico

Commercial building in America

Monitoring room in Korea

Office Building in Poland

Park in Turkey

Bank in Korea

Standard Chartered bank in South Africa

Parking lot in Canada

Prison in Georgia

Expressway in Belgium

Railway station in Lithuania

Residential area in Ireland

Villa in America

Hospital in UK

Mall in Denmark

Safe city in Ecuador

Hotel in Russia

Resting area

Conference Room

MANUFACTURE
SPON has advanced SMT production lines and standard manufacturing procedures where all its
products have been strictly tested.

SMT workshop

Warehouse

High & low temperature test

Professional anechoic chamber

Assembly Shop

Quality control

BRAND PROMOTION
SPON has attended numerous national exhibitions and organized many activities for the further
technical discussions and the experience exchanges.

ISC West Exhibition
(America)

International Security Exhibition
(China)

Cebit Exhibition
(Germany)

Lighting & Audio Exhibition
(China)

CERTIFICATES

ISO9001
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ISO14001

CE Certification

3C Certification

Top 10 security brands

PROJECT CASES
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PROJECT CASES

Tsinghua University in Beijing

Factory in Manama

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Apartment in Denmark

Stadiums in Russia

Museum in Malaysia

Bank in South Africa

School in Korea

Expressway in Russia

With the application of the advanced IP Audio ™ technology, SPON IP network intercom system,
a hands-free intercom system to transmit the pure digital data, sends the data packages of the audio
signals via LAN and WAN, solving the traditional limitation on the transmission distance and the
problems of being vulnerable to interference. With its simple structure, the system will convert to be
a powerful transmission of digital system once the IP terminals connected to the Ethernet. No need
separate wiring for every access point. SPON IP network intercom system is actually an epitome of
computer network, digital video monitoring and intercom system.
The Internet bandwidth is increasing rapidly with the times development, the video call
requirements are increasing gradually by people, SPON provide new series of video intercom
terminals to achieve the effect of face to face communication, they are also compatible with
standard SIP protocol, and it can be connected to VOIP telephone system which opened a new
chapter.
SPON IP network intercom system has been used across fields from the industries (iron and
steel, electricity and petrochemical industry), the transportation, the prison and the financial industry,
especially suitable for the working places which require a high standard of function and reliability on
the communication. In order to meet variously customized demands, SPON has been engaging in
developing versatile systems with diversified functions in different working environment such as the
ordinary indoor and outdoor circumstances, the formidable industrial environment and some other
special kind.

Why Choose SPON System?

Parking Lot in Chile

Bank in Ghana

Holiday village in Fiji

School in Israel

Hospital in Caloocan

School in India

Port in Singapore

Airport in Kuwait

Residential area in Germany

Office Building in Poland

Prison in Russia

 With a smooth and clear sound effect with the ability to resist the external electromagnetic
wave; the occupied rate of the bandwidth can be as low as 34kpbs only; the intercom
transmission delay in LAN can be ≤30ms.
 With an unlimited transmission distance; the intercom and multi conversations will be realized
as long as the network is available, constructing a broader communication system.
 With the digital audio processing technology; the audio bandwidth is 7kHz with echocancellation and anti-noise function where full-duplex, multi conversation and partition
broadcasting can be realized.
 With an encrypted call by encryption processing through a coding format, enabling to avoid
eavesdropping.
 Facile to expand the communication system by means of adding terminals.
 With the simultaneous roles of alarming and PA system at any time (compatible with SPON IP
network PA system products).

Skiing park in Austria

Bank

Tunnel in Germany
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Safe city in Dubai

Villa in Canada

Highway toll station

Hotel

Stage monitor

Industrial enterprise

Scenic spot in France

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Main Control Room

Function
Expansion
CAMERA

XC-9000/NAS-8500
System Server

SIP

VIDEO

NAS-8530V
IP Video Paging Mic

NAS-8502
IP Paging Mic

Integrated Monitor

CAMERA

SIP

VIDEO

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom Paging Console

Intercom
/Call

Hands-free call, a mode of full-duplex with the function of noise cancellation.

PTT Call

A half-duplex whose working method is similar to the walkie-talkie in the way of
pushing to talk and releasing to listen; commonly used in the noisy place.

Video Call

Supportive of one-way or two-way.

Conference Mode

Supportive of fifteen terminals at most at any one time (full-duplex, hands-free); the
conference will be interrupted by a superior intercom calling and will continue again
when the interruption is over.

Command Mode

Supportive of thirty terminals at most at any one time(full-duplex, hands-free), the
command will be interrupted by a superior intercom calling and will continue again
when the interruption is over.

Single Key Call

A quick call to a target terminal; every terminal can set an independent target.

Number Keys Call

Through numerical keys to randomly call any terminals.

Group Call

The system automatically calls a group of terminals as has been set. If any of the
terminal responses, the call to the rest terminals will be terminated.

Call Ringtone

With such tones of "call through", "call busy" and "hang up" can be set up( only
supportive by the terminals carrying a SD card).

Caller ID Display

To display the callers's ID and review the missed calls and incoming calls; both in
Chinese and English.

Caller Voice Broadcast

To automatically broadcast the caller's voice through a built-in speaker.

Auto Answer

The automatic call can be set on the terminal at 1 time after the ring.

Manual Answer

The ring continues on the terminal until there is a manual answer.

Agent Answer

If a terminal that is being called is in a group, any other terminals in the group can
answer the same call.

Busy Line Transfer

The call can be automatically transferred to another terminal if the target line is busy.

Power-Off Transfer

If the target is powered off or out of connection, the call will be automatically
transferred.

No-Response Transfer

If the call has not been answered in a specified times of ringtone, it will be
automatically transferred.

Time Period Transfer

The call will be transferred to another terminal in a designated period of time.

Manual Transfer

Half-way call will be terminated after being manually transferred to another terminal.

Call-inserted

A priority can be set on the terminals and a higher priority user can insert user's call
of a lower priority.

Call Waiting

If the terminal is busy with another user of the same priority level, the call will be
answered after waiting in line within 30 seconds.

Breakdown Call

The administrator can abruptly break down an ongoing call, 16 levels of priorities
can be set.

System Capacity

100000set

Software Development Kit

Call Frequency Range
300-7000Hz

Expansion of Wireless

Intercom

Hands-free Call
POE

IP Video Intercoms

SDK

Introduction

CAMERA

SIP

VIDEO

POE

Multiparty calls

XC-9171V
IP Video Intercom Terminal

NAC-5010
IP Wireless base station

Expansion of Phone
SIP

CAMERA

PBX

LAN/WAN

PSTN/E1

XC-9241V/XC-9242V
IP Video Intercom Terminal

NAC-5002B
IP Telephone Interface

Call

IP

IP-PBX

IP Phone

SIP

CAMERA

POE

XC-9136AV/BV
IP Video Intercom Terminal

IP Public Address
Fire Signal
NAC-5003
IP Alarm Matrix

CAMERA

SIP

NAS-8523CV/DV
IP Video Intercom Terminal

Call Answer

NAS-8508
IP Audio Amplifier

Speaker

300-7000Hz
NAS-8505L
IP Audio Amplifier

Speaker

CAMERA

SIP

POE

XC-9137AV/9138V
IP Video Intercom Terminal

IP Audio Intercoms

Call Transfer

SIP

POE

XC-9607/9610/9615
IP(SIP&POE) Active Speaker

CAMERA

NAS-8516
IP Audio Terminal

NAS-8528
IP Audio Terminal

POE

XC-9201V
IP Video Intercom Terminal

NAS-8521A
IP Audio Terminal

NAS-8514
IP AudioTerminal

SIP

All intercom terminals designed for the parallel structure, there is no host/ext difference.
Terminal in the LAN and WAN in use, and supports automatic access to IP addresses.

Call Priority

Practical functions
Hands-free talk

Simple&SIP call

Auto response

Area broadcast

Monitor

Video Intercom

Door control

Busy transfer

Alarm button

Digital record

External

Forcibly inserted
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SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
Function

Zone
Broadcasting

Introduction

HD voice

Voice broadcasting

To broadcast to all of part of zones via IP network paging microphone.

BGM

To broadcast MP3 or WAV format music files to speakers, real-time/ schedule time/
triggering broadcasting are available.

TTS

With the function of converting text to speech and broadcasting to the IP terminals,
real-time/ schedule time/ triggering broadcasting are available.

Environment monitoring

The ambient sound around IP terminal which is in the scope of the authorization
can be monitored in the main control room.

Communication
monitoring

The communication between IP terminals which are in the scope of the authorization
can be monitored in the main control room.

With over two times sampling rate
than VoIP phone to restore high-fidelity
voice which makes you feel as if face-toface communication experience to
achieve a natural conservation even if
there are thousands of miles away.
More reasonable network bandwidth
allocation: With 7kHz frequency response
for SPON intercom to transmit two-way
clear voice, With 16kHz frequency
response for voice broadcasting to collect
the whole sound spectrum of human
being, With 20KHz frequency response for
playing music(Corresponding amplifier
and speaker have to be added).

Monitoring

Digital Record

Alarm

The system can automatically record the data of intercom.

Trigger alarm

The terminal with an alarm input port for connecting external emergency button or
infrared probe to trigger an alarm.

Sound alarm

The terminal will automatically deliver alarm to the server software in the control
center if it detects a screaming or a tumult.

Tamper alarm

The IP terminal will alert automatically the server software in the control center
when its panel is being removed (Note: Some models of IP terminals).

Alarm treatment
measures

The on-duty person confirms the alarm and adopts corresponding measures(e.g.,To
initiate preseted broadcasting,multiparty calls,SMS,alarm out) according to the onsite video which pops up automatically.

External Control

IP terminal with alarm output port to control external strobe light or door lock.

Integration With Wireless
Intercom

Through the linkage between the wireless intercom base station of the IP network
and the 400/350M wireless intercom system, the users of the wired phone are free
to join in the wireless users' group and make a half-duplex(PTT mode) talk to them.

Integration With Various
Phone

Integrated with the fixed telephone:Connect with the SPC telephone exchange,
enabling to initiate an intercom (with voice prompts). The fixed telephone can also
broadcast to the intercom system (including the partitions and the entire area).
Integrated with the VOIP telephone:Available to make intercom with the VOIP
system and compatible with the VOIP system whose mainstream is based on the
SIP protocol.

Integration With Fire/PA
System

To be comprehensively compatible with SPON IP PA system with the function of
timing and live broadcast.
To broadcast through the PA system with the pre-programming information
according to the alarms from the firefighting center.

Integration with video
conference

To interface with video conferencing MCU, Available for joining in multi-party video
conferencing via IP video console.

Linked Monitoring System

To provide SDK for second development and the monitoring system will control the
talk switch or the monitoring pictures will switch automatically when talking.

Extension
Interface

Cluster Server
(for the large scale use)

Scale
Application

07

To adopt multi servers to manage terminals to reduce the risk of the malfunction of
the network; serving for the interprovincial applications over a large scale where as
much as 100000pcs terminals is used at one time (a cluster of 100 pieces of servers
with 1000 pieces of terminals loaded on each server).

Single Server
(of medium scale)

To manage all the terminals and support the hot-backup of the main server; its
application scale is up to 1000 pieces of terminals.

Without Server
(of small scale)

Be independent from the running of the server to make the basic communication;
to assist some independent zone to take emergency measures when its connection
to the server breaks down; Its application scale is up to 100 pieces of terminals.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

SPON
Voice broadcasting

SPON
Intercom

Public land-line

SPON
Music broadcasting

HD+ Voice
HD Voice
PSTN
20Hz

3500Hz

7000Hz

16000Hz

20000Hz

Frequency response

Echo cancellation
Hello

Echo cancellation technology is to
avoid sound which comes out from
terminal speaker to go inside its
microphone again to discomfort talker or
make terminal howls during two-way
conversation The principle is to separate
the local signal from the far-end echo and
offset it completely, The technology can
realize hands-free talking on both sides
without affecting the voice quality At the
same time it can inhibit the influence of
ambient noise to improve voice clarity for
harsh conditions of voice communications.

hello

Hello

Hello
How are you!
Hello
How are you!
There are a large number of echoes during the intercom without echo cancellation function

How
are you!

Hello
你好
hello
hello

How are you!

Hello

How are you!
To eliminate echoes completely during the intercom via echo Cancellation function

How
are you!

Intelligent detection
Ensures the availability of IP intercom
terminals while reducing the need for
manual verification of its functionality via
speaker -> microphone automatic
detection which reflects especially the
efficiency of intelligent detection function
in the situation of widely distributed area
of IP intercom terminals and difficult
maintenance.

Speaker

Microphone

Speaker→Microphone
Auto-detection

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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SYSTEM APPLICATION SCALE

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IP INTERCOM & TELEPHONE

LARGE SCALE
Using the multiple servers to manage terminals to share the data traffic and reduce the abnormal
network risk. it's suitable for the large scale application which crossed different cities. It support to
broadcast and talk cross the different server. Eg: Set the server at each city of province, it won't
affect the city local communication when the interurban's network is abnormal.
They system can connect up to 100000 IP terminals (It supports 100 servers, each server can load
1000 IP terminals).

Intercom: Frequency response range is 7 kHz, available for hands-free call in a noisy place, the
broadcasting frequency range can be up to 16 kHz.
Telephone: Frequency response range is 3.4 kHz

Server
The IP terminals under the server of one city won’t
be affected if there is disconnection of network among cities
Switch

 Call
WAN

IP terminal
NAS-8513

Intercom: With single-key dial up, priority control, automatic call response
Telephone: None

IP terminal
NAS-8513

City C

 Broadcast & Monitor

City B
IP video paging mic
NAS-8530V

Server

Server

IP video paging mic
NAS-8530V

IP video paging mic
NAS-8530V

Switch

Switch

IP terminal
NAS-8513

Intercom: Call→Only ring once→ Conversation
Telephone: Pick up the handset→ Dial-up→Ring→ Pick up handset at the other side→ Conversation

 High-quality & High definition

City A

IP video paging mic
NAS-8530V

 Simple & Fast Call

IP terminal
NAS-8513

IP terminal
NAS-8513

 External & Interfaces

Switch

IP terminal
NAS-8513

IP terminal
NAS-8513

Intercom: Available for a single terminal broadcasting, partitions and the entire areas broadcasting
Telephone: None

IP terminal
NAS-8513

MEDIUM SCALE

Intercom: With audio output and the input connected with the alarm button, which can control the
door lock & the alarm light
Telephone: None

 Suitable for Various Industries

Using a single server to manage all IP terminals, it's suitable for not too many IP terminals and
without cross-region application. It also supports hot switching between main server and standby
server.
They system can connect up to 1000 IP terminals (one server can load 1000 IP terminals).
City C
IP video paging mic
NAS-8530V

Server

IP video paging mic
NAS-8530V

Intercom: To provide special functions for the finance industry, the industry and the judicial branch
field
Telephone: None

 Secondary Development
Intercom: To provide the Software Development Kit, be integrated into the monitoring system
platform
Telephone: None

 Log File Output
Switch

IP terminal
NAS-8513

Switch

IP terminal
NAS-8513

IP terminal
NAS-8513

IP terminal
NAS-8513

Intercom: To write down all the data of the calls, the conversations and the alarms and then save
them in the hard disk
Telephone: None

 Safety

SMALL SCALE
The system can realize the basic communication without server, It's suitable for simple function
request, or the independent zone terminal emergency measure when the server network disconnect.
They system can connect up to 100 IP terminals.

Intercom: Dedicated control protocols and audio encoding protocols, with encryption processing
function.
Telephone: Public VOIP controls and audio coding protocols, easy to be eavesdropped and falsified.

City C
The system can switch to non server
mode automatically to ensure basic
communication when there is disconnection
of network

IP video paging mic
NAS-8530V

Switch

IP terminal
NAS-8513

As a dedicated phone system, the intercom system has a variety of unique functions and convenient
operations which are unmatched and beyond any replacement by any ordinary telephones,
contributing to relieving the labor intensity and uplifting the accuracy and efficiency of the
communication.

IP terminal
NAS-8513

 Notice: Distributed server, single server and non-server modes can be integrated use to meet the best system reliability.
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INTERCOM SYSTEM IN BANK

INTERCOM SYSTEM IN PARKING LOT

Features:
1. One-touch call: One-touch call from ATM side to monitoring center or customer service center to realize full-duplex
intercom.
2.Call transfer: The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer,
Manual transfer.
3.Voice broadcasting: The staff in monitoring center can make common or deterrent voice broadcasting to ATM side
4.Monitoring and recording: The system supports audio and video monitoring around ATM and recording of each call
automatically
5.Warm prompt:The Ceiling speaker will play warm prompt automatically when customers come in ATM room
6.Racket and tamper alarm:The panel will alert server automatically when detecting racket and it will also emit alarm bell
when someone tries dismantling it.
7.Split design:The split design of IP terminal and panel to ensure network safety in bank,further more,one IP terminal can
connect 8 or 16 panels
8.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link access
control system to control door lock and to link VoIP telephone system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone etc.

Features:
1. One-touch call: One-touch call from parking lot to duty room to realize full-duplex intercom.
2.Call transfer: The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual
transfer.
3.Voice broadcasting: The staff in duty room can make common or deterrent voice broadcasting to parking lot.
4.Monitoring and recording:The system supports audio and video monitoring around IP terminal and recording of each call
automatically.
5.ONVIF protocol: Available for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR to realize audio and video recording synchronously
for traceability.
6.Racket and tamper alarm:The IP terminal will alert server automatically when detecting racket and it will also emit alarm bell
when someone tries dismantling it.
7.Embedded design: Dedicated design for barrier gate machine, flying tanker, charging station, vending machine etc.
8. Video backtrace:The console(for NAS-8531V only) in duty room can display both real-time and backtrace video of IP
terminal during intercom.
9.Image upload:To intercept and upload automatically the terminal's current video image to screen of console(for NAS-8531V
only) in duty room which is busy when calling.
10..Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link access
control system to control door lock and to link VoIP telephone system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone etc.

Self-service banking

Monitoring Center

Playing warm prompt automatically, e.g., make sure of security during drawing money
Ceiling speaker

Router

NAS-8530V
IP video intercom
paging microphone

PBX

Entrance

Strobe light

VPN

NAS-8521A
IP terminal(main unit)

NAS-8521B
Panel

LAN
ATM

NAS-8521C
Panel

ATM

Server

XC-9138V
IP Video Terminal

Ethernet Switch

Wall

Self-service banking

PSTN/E1

NAC-5002B-4P
IP fixed telephone interface

Playing warm prompt automatically, e.g., make sure of security during drawing money

Server

Ceiling speaker

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console(Post 1)

ATM机
吞卡了

> Bank notes room <
Strobe light

Bank vault

XC-9136BV
IP video terminal
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Duty Room

Bank card
is swallowed

> Bank notes room <

XC-9031V
IP video intercom
paging console

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS

NCS-3086AV
IP video terminal
(Main unit)

NCS-3086BV
Video panel

ATM

NCS-3086CV
Video panel

ATM

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console(Post 2)

Parking Lot

NAC-510
Speaker

Exit

NAS-8508
IP Amplifier

XC-9136AV
IP Video Terminal

XC-9137AV
IP Video Terminal

Wall

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
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INTERCOM SYSTEM IN SAFE CITY

INTERCOM AND PA SYSTEM IN COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Features:
1. One-touch call: One-touch call from help point to local police station to realize full-duplex intercom.
2.Call transfer:The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual
transfer.
3.Voice broadcasting: The police can make common or deterrent voice broadcasting to help point
4.Monitoring and recording: The system supports audio and video monitoring around IP terminal and recording of each call
automatically
5.ONVIF protocol: Available for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR to realize audio and video recording
synchronously for traceability.
6.Racket and tamper alarm:The IP terminal will alert server automatically when detecting racket and it will also emit alarm
bell when someone tries dismantling it.
7.Module design: Available to design podetium by customer themselves.
8.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link VoIP
telephone system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone etc.

Features:
1. One-touch call: One-touch call from lift lobby to respective company or guard room to realize full-duplex intercom.
2.Call transfer:The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual transfer.
3.Broadcasting:The administrative staff can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of floors.
4.Monitoring and recording: The system supports audio and video monitoring around IP terminal and recording of each call
automatically
5.ONVIF protocol: Available for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR to realize audio and video recording synchronously for
traceability.
6.Racket and tamper alarm:The IP terminal will alert server automatically when detecting racket and it will also emit alarm bell when
someone tries dismantling it.
7.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link access control
system to control door lock and to link VoIP telephone system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone and to link fire alarm system to
broadcast siren tone to specific zone automatically.

Sub-bureau of public security

Help point(Fiber access)

Emergency broadcast
(Fiber access)

Monitoring Center

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console

LAN
XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console

Optical fiber
network
Optical Fiber
Network
Ethernet switch

Optical fiber network

Optical fiber network

XC-9000
Server

XC-9241V
IP Video Intercom Terminal
(Dedicated For Safe City)

Switch

Monitoring

Wireless 4G access

Help point(Fiber access)

Optical fiber network

Emergency broadcast
(Fiber access)

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS

Company 2

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console
Company 3

4th floor
NAC-21 VolCtrl

NAC-111 Speaker

2nd floor

Guard room

XC-9136BV
IP Video Terminal

NAC-21 VolCtrl

NAC-111 Speaker

1st floor
4G Router
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Company 1

Server

Visual console software module
(Corresponding video pops up automatically)

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console

XC-9031V
XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom IP Video Intercom
Paging Console
Paging Console

Visitor/personnel
/delivery Access
Video pops up automatically when calling

Optical fiber network

XC-9171V
IP Video Terminal

Ethernet Switch

XC-9601
IP Waterproof
Column Loudspeaker
(Dedicated For Safe City)

Optical fiber network
Optical fiber
network

Commercial building

NAC-5003
IP Alarm Matrix

Speaker

NBS-2401
IP Audio Interface Unit

Lift lobby

Fire Signal

Mic

CD

Conference

Management department
/Local police station

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console

Speaker

XC-9241V
IP Video Intercom Terminal
(Dedicated For Safe City)

XC-9242V
IP Video Intercom Terminal
(Dedicated For Safe City)

Switch

NBS-2301
IP Amplifier

NAC-21 VolCtrl

NAC-111 Speaker

XC-9601
IP Waterproof
Column Loudspeaker
(Dedicated For Safe City)

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
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INTERCOM SYSTEM IN FACTORY/PLANT

INTERCOM SYSTEM IN TRANSPORT CENTER

Features:
1.One-touch call:One-touch call from factory site to electrical room to realize full-duplex intercom.
2.Call transfer:The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual
transfer.
3.Broadcasting:The administrative staff can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of factory sites.
4.Recording: The system supports recording of each call automatically
5.ONVIF protocol: Available for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR to realize audio and video recording synchronously
for traceability.
6.Industrial Intercom: Dedicated design for talkback in extremely harsh environments, e.g., high noise, heavy dust,strong acid
and alkali, high and low temperature etc.
7.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link access
control system to control door lock and to link VoIP telephone system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone etc.

Features:
1.One-touch call:One-touch call from transport site to duty room to realize full-duplex intercom.
2.Call transfer:The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual transfer.
3.Broadcasting:The PA system can be expanded based on existing network.
4.Monitoring and recording:The system supports audio and video monitoring around IP terminal and recording of each call automatically
5.ONVIF protocol: Available for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR to realize audio and video recording synchronously for
traceability.
6.Racket and tamper alarm:The IP terminal will alert server automatically when detecting racket and it will also emit alarm bell when
someone tries dismantling it.
7. Video backtrace:The console(for NAS-8531V only) in duty room can display both real-time and backtrace video of IP terminal during
intercom.
8.Image upload:To intercept and upload automatically the terminal's current video image to screen of console(for NAS-8531V only) in duty
room which is busy when calling.
9.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link VoIP telephone
system/analog phone system to realize two-way intercom with IP /analog phone etc.

Electrical Room

Crane

Duty Room

Platform

LAN
Ethernet Switch
Wireless Intercom

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console

Platform 1

LAN
Server

XC-9241V
IP Video Terminal

Ethernet Switcher

Platform 2

Server
NAC-5010
IP Wireless Base Station
Continuous Caster

Cutting station

Heating Furnace

Rolling Mill

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console
(Post 1)

Pickling Station

XC-9201V
IP Video Terminal

XC-9201V
IP Video Terminal

XC-9241V
IP Video Terminal

NEP-6022V
IP Video Anti-explosion Terminal
Coiler
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XC-9241V
IP Video Terminal

Ticket hall

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console
(Post 2)

Wireless Intercom
XC-9201V
IP Video Terminal

Square

Departure hall

Arrival hall

Waiting room

PBX
Telephone Switch

NAC-5002B
IP Fixed Telephone Interface

XC-9242V
IP VideoTerminal

XC-9136BV
IP Video Terminal

XC-9136BV
XC-9136AV
IP Video Terminal IP Video Terminal

XC-9136AV
IP Video Terminal

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
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INTERCOM AND PA SYSTEM IN PRISON

INTERCOM AND PA SYSTEM IN HOSPITAL

Features:
1.One-touch call: One-touch call from prison cell/watchtower/A/B gate to duty room to realize full-duplex intercom and the door
light will flash in different colors to distinguish various alarms
2.Call transfer:The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual
transfer.
3.Broadcasting:The prison guard can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of prison sites.
4.Monitoring and recording:The system supports audio and video monitoring around IP terminal and recording of each call
automatically
5.ONVIF protocol: Available for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR to realize audio and video recording synchronously
for traceability.
6.Racket and tamper alarm:The IP terminal will alert server automatically when detecting racket and it will also emit alarm bell
when someone tries dismantling it.
7.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link access
control system to control door lock and to link VoIP telephone system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone and to link fire alarm
system to broadcast siren tone to specific zone automatically.

Features:
1.One-touch call: One-touch call from sickroom/toilet to nurse station to realize full-duplex intercom.
2.Call transfer:The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual
transfer.
3.Broadcasting:The administrative staff can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of hospital sites.
4.Monitoring and recording:The system supports audio monitoring around IP terminal and recording of each call
automatically
5.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link access
control system to control door lock and to link fire alarm system to broadcast siren tone to specific zone automatically.
Nurse station/Reception

Control center
Fire Signal

NAC-521 Mic

Duty Room

Control Center

Prison House
3-Color Door Light

3-Color Door Light

3-Color Door Light

3-Color Door Light

Alarm Control Box

Alarm Control Box

Alarm Control Box

Alarm Control Box

LAN
XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console

Ethernet Switcher

NAC-5001
Pre-amplifier

Tape Recorder
XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom
Paging Console

NAS-8523DV(JC-2)
IP Video Terminal

NAS-8523DV(JC-2)
IP Video Terminal

NAS-8523DV(JC-2)
IP Video Terminal

NAC-5003
IP Alarm Matrix

Server

Inpatient Department

NAS-8523DV(JC-2)
IP Video Terminal

LAN
Switch

NAS-8502

Monitor

Switch

Room1

Room2

Video pops up automatically when calling

Room3

Room4

Note: Centralized power supply

Watchtower & A/B Gate

Public Areas/Workshop

NAS-8502
IP Terminal

NAS-8515
Terminal

Emergency Button

NAS-8515
Terminal

Emgergency Button

IP Terminal
Video pops up automatically
when there is alarm/emergency call

Public area

Server
Fire Signal
NAC-5003
IP Alarm Matrix
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XC-9171V
IP Video Terminal

NBS-2301
IP Amplifier

NAC-510
Speaker

NAC-510
Speaker

NAS-8508
IP Amplifier

NAS-8515
Terminal

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
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INTERCOM SYSTEM IN EXPRESSWAY

PA SYSTEM IN HOTEL/MANSION

Features:
1.One-touch call:One-touch call from toll gate/service area/tunnel to monitoring room to realize full-duplex intercom.
2.Call transfer:The system supports Busy line transfer, Power-off transfer, No-response transfer, Time-period transfer, Manual
transfer.
3.Broadcasting:The administrative staff can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of expressway sites.
4.Monitoring and recording:The system supports audio and video monitoring around IP terminal and recording of each call
automatically
5.ONVIF protocol: Available for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR to realize audio and video recording synchronously
for traceability.
6.Racket and tamper alarm:The IP terminal will alert server automatically when detecting racket and it will also emit alarm bell
when someone tries dismantling it.
7.Warm service: Available for customizing personalized service voice message e.g.,"Have a nice trip".
8.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link VoIP
telephone system/wireless intercom system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone/walkie-talkie and to link fire alarm system to
broadcast siren tone to specific zone automatically.
Toll Station

Monitoring Center

Station
Monitoring Room

Strobe Light

IP Alarm Matrix
NAC-5003

1st Toll Gate

Ok, Firefighters
are on their way

Switch

Switch

Tunnel

Server

NAS-8502
IP Paging Mic

Tape Recorder

Standard Guest House

Wireless Intercom

(Support VLAN)

CD Player

NBS-2301
IP Terminal

8th floor

Park

NAS-8504B
IP Audio Terminal
(8 Zoning outputs)

NAC-21 VolCtrl

NAC-111
Speaker

7th floor

NAC-3240B
Amplifier

NAC-3240B
Amplifier

NBS-2301
IP audio terminal

NAC-710W Speaker
Switch
XC-9242V
IP Video Intercom Terminal

NAC-4650
IP Amplifier

NAC-21 VolCtrl

NAS-8508
IP Amplifier

Wired Mic

Service Area

Switch

NAC-5003
IP Alarm Matrix

LAN

DWT-6502A
IP Window Intercom Terminal

NAC-2503
Horn Speaker

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS

NAC-5001
Pre-amplifier

IP Camera

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom Paging Console

XC-9241V
IP Video Intercom Terminal

Fire Signal

Restaurant

2nd Toll Gate

The car caught fire
in the xxx tunnel
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License
plate No. xxx
passed illegally

DWT-6502A
IP Window Intercom Terminal

LAN
Server

IP Wireless
Intercom Base Station
NAC-5010

Service Centre

Main Control Room

NAC-521 Mic

OK!
Recorded

IP Video
Paging Microphone
NAS-8530V

Corresponding video pops up
automatically when there is a call

Features:
1.Broadcasting:The administrative staff can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of hotel/mansion sites.
2.Sub-zone:The system supports to turned on/off 8 sub-zone separately.
3.Intercom:The Intercom system can be expanded based on existing network.
4.Linkage:The system supports to link wireless intercom system/analog phone system to realize two-way intercom with walkietalkie/analog phone or to realize paging function from walkie-talkie/analog phone and to link fire alarm system to broadcast siren
tone to specific zone automatically.

NAC-2606
Speaker

NAC-111
Speaker

1st floor
NAC-21 VolCtrl

NAC-111
Speaker

NAC-540
Speaker

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
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PA AND INTERCOM SYSTEM IN SCHOOL
Features:
1.Multiple time schedules:Multiple time schedules can be added in system in advance for playing school bell automatically.
2.Broadcasting:The teacher can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of classrooms,what is more,various audio
sources can be played to different zones simultaneously.
3.Audio on demand: The teaching audio file on server is available on demand via IP terminal in classroom.
4.Monitoring:The system supports audio and video monitoring in classroom to evaluate the teaching level.
5.One-touch call:One-touch call from classroom/dormitory/public area to control room to realize full-duplex intercom.
6.Linkage:The system supports to link video surveillance system to pop up front end video automatically and to link VoIP
telephone system to realize two-way intercom with IP phone and to link fire alarm system to broadcast siren tone to specific zone
automatically.
Dormitory

Main Control Room
Fire Signal

PA SYSTEM IN CROSS REGIONS
Features:
1.WAN transmission:The system is based on internet transmission, without the region limitation.
2.Broadcasting:The administrative staff can play BGM or make voice broadcasting to all or any part of regions.
3.Low bandwidth: The audio transmission bandwidth is as low as 0.1Mbps per channel.
4.Linkage:The system supports to link fire alarm system to broadcast siren tone to specific zone automatically.

Office

Main Control room

Houseparent room

3-Color Door Light
Alarm Control Box

External
audio sources

Micphone
Server

NAS-8507A
IP Speaker

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom

NAC-5003
IP Alarm Matrix

NAS-8523DV(JC-2)
IP Video Terminal

Ethernet Switcher

XC-9031V
IP Video Intercom

Ethernet Switcher

Classroom
Ethernet Switcher

LAN

Wired Mic

NAS-8502
IP Paging Mic

NAS-8502
IP Paging Mic

Large Chain Stores

Internet

Ethernet Switcher NAS-8510 Ctrl
SD-Disk
Remote Controller

Warehouse
Wireless Mic

NBS-2301
IP audio terminal

Remote
Controller

Server

Tape Recorder

Playground

NAC-301C
Speaker

NAC-5001
Pre-amplifier

ADSL Router

Small Chain Stores

Workstation

ADSL Router
ADSL Router

NAS-8506B
IP Terminal

XC-9136BV
IP VideoTerminal

NAC-4650
IP Amplifier

Computer

NAS-8508
IP Amplifier

NAC-540
Speaker

Public Area

NAC-111 Speaker

NAC-111 Speaker

NAS-8505L IP Amplifier

NAS-8508
IP Amplifier

NAC-510 Speaker

Ethernet Switcher
NAS-8508
IP Amplifier
XC-9242V
IP Video Terminal
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NAC-2606
Speaker

XC-9241V
IP VideoTerminal

APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
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SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE

SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE
XC-9000

IP INTERCOM & PA SERVER
SECURITY | TRANSPORT | INDUSTRY | COMMERCE | EDUCATION | HEALTH CARE

Software copyright No.:2398414

System package consists of server software and other auxiliary software.
XC-9000 is a pure software server which requires only low investment and operating costs because of its strong performance
and good scalability, it adopts mainstream server configuration to the stability of the primary considerations, we recommend
tower or rack-mounted server and it supports operating systems of Linux, Windows10/Server.
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PURPOSE

SERVER SOFTWARE

 For managing all the IP paging microphones, intercom and PA

terminals.

FEATURES
 Based on B/S architecture, cross-platform application for

convenient maintenance and upgrading;
 To cover all features of traditional PA system: Including
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IP INTERCOM & PA SERVER

programming scheduled ringing tasks, business voice
broadcast, BGM and rebroadcasting radio programs etc;
Available for settings of management of broadcast zone and
broadcast permission;
To establish a program resource library for meeting the
requirement of program broadcast of audio terminals,
supportive of establishment of multiple program libraries at
the same time;
Unified management of terminals in system, Displaying
current working status of terminals on main interface,
Available for setting s of call targets, call permissions,
monitoring permissions and other basic parameters, Available
for adjustment volume of any terminal remotely;
Available for knowing at a glance online situation of terminals
in system, system resources occupation, all kinds of task
status etc. on system overview interface
Supportive of offline broadcasting, available for pushing
media files to be played to terminal in advance and they will
be played according to pre-set play strategy
Call transfer: With the settings of busy transfer, shutdown
transfer, no response transfer and manual transfer etc.
Supportive of card view and map view for displaying detailed
terminal information and geographic position intuitively
Report Query: Available for viewing all kinds of system status,
application logs, system logs etc. for knowing system status
timely and accurately.
User Management: Available for setting up and managing user
accounts and roles at all levels and the scope of rights of
each role can be defined.
Cluster of multi-level server management: To adopt a
distributed design and supportive of building multi-level server
architecture.
To support the 3rd-party platform for secondary development
and provide the standard MFC dynamic link library for
integration with other system platforms.
To support hot backup between primary and standby server
and automatic recovery after system crash;

IP INTERCOM & PA SERVER
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SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE

SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE

VIDEO CONSOLE SOFTWARE MODULE

SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE
NAS-8500
PURPOSE
 Suitable for running on computer in control center and linkage

with IP network paging microphone.

FEATURES
 With the function of binding the third-party video equipment

Scence view (optional)









Map view (optional)


(e.g., IPC, NVR) to realize PA and intercom linkage,
supportive of viewing login status of all terminals on the main
interface and offline terminals are differentiated by colors.
The main interface is intuitively displayed in four views:
Scene view, Supportive of importing any plan, structure, 3D
renderings and multi-level switching.
Map view, Supportive of zoom in and out, terminal location
customization.
Video view, To view video quickly and link one-button
broadcast, supportive of setting the number of rows and
columns.
Grid view, To display running status, supportive of knowing
complete terminal information and initiating operation directly.
Supportive of choosing zone freely to make voice
broadcasting, with two kinds of broadcast methods: 1) To use
IP microphone 2) To use computer speaker and microphone
directly.
No geographic area limitation for the Video console software.
Available for initiating broadcast to other terminals as long as
it can communicate with the server, supportive of crossing
network segment and router.

Software copyright No.:0219804

System package consists of server software and other auxiliary software.
NAS-8500 is a pure software server which requires only low investment and operating costs because of its strong performance
and good scalability, it adopts mainstream server configuration to the stability of the primary considerations, we recommend
tower or rack-mounted server and it supports operating systems of Windows7/8/Server 2003/2008/2012.

SERVER SOFTWARE

PURPOSE
 For managing and dispatching all IP paging microphones,

intercom and PA terminals.

FEATURES
 Unified management of all IP intercom devices in the system,



Server software



Video view (optional)



XC-APP(Android)APPLICATIONSOFTWARE

PURPOSE
 To run on Android mobile phone for remote management of

Workstation software



terminals within the scope of permission.


FEATURES
 To log in server via Wifi to realize remote management.
 To manage APP's terminal operation range and function on the






server to ensure security.
To realize the following functions:
A. To view running status, volume, tasks, etc. information of
terminals.
B. With function of live broadcast to play music to designated
terminals or zones.
C. With function of voice broadcast to make voice
announcement to designated terminals or zones.
D. To manage server audio programs.






including paging microphones, intercom terminals, PA
terminals and interface devices.
To display various types of terminal status in real time, e.g., IP
address, volume, task status etc. available for remotely
adjusting volume for all terminals.
To configure kinds of terminal parameters： Terminal Name、
right of PA/Intercom/Monitoring etc.
With voice-collecting function via the sound card to broadcast
music or announcement to designated terminals at certain
time or in real time.
With file broadcasting function to play audio files in server to
the designated terminals.
With timing task function to play content in file list to preseted
terminals at designated time.
With fire broadcast function to play emergency evacuation
voice to IP terminals in designated area when server receives a
trigger signal.
With program management function for maintenance of
necessary audio files in system to be called by workstation or
terminal.
To provide data interface to workstation and give
corresponding operation permissions according to account.
With log to record each call and broadcasting operation for
query.
Supportive of 1000 terminals to be logged in a single server
and with the interconnection capability of servers up to 64.
Supportive of hot standby to enhance system reliability

Program production software

License
License
 Each server requires a dongle as a professional license which

allows 1000 terminals (or paging microphones) to be logged
in. The system allows maximum 100 servers interconnection
which expands capacity to 100,000 terminals. The purpose of
adopting hardware dongle is for changing and upgrading server
conveniently.

25

IP INTERCOM & PA SERVER

 Each server requires a dongle as a professional license which

allows 1000 terminals (or paging microphones) to be logged
in. The system allows maximum 64 servers interconnection
which expands capacity to 64,000 terminals. The purpose of
adopting hardware dongle is for changing and upgrading
server conveniently.

IP INTERCOM & PA SERVER
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT
IP VIDEO INTERCOM PAGING CONSOLE
XC-9031V

IP VIDEO INTERCOMS
SECURITY | TRANSPORT | INDUSTRY | COMMERCE | EDUCATION | HEALTH CARE

CAMERA

SIP

VIDEO

POE

Appearance patent：201530352583.X

PURPOSE
 For broadcasting, video conversation and monitoring in the

control room.

FEATURES

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 Professional console design and available for desktop/wall






IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL·

·IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL







·IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL






IP VIDEO INTERCOM PAGING CONSOLE·

·IP VIDEO PAGING MICROPHONE
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IP VIDEO INTERCOMS

External display
Ethernet switch

U disk

DC adapter
External audio source

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

210

IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL·

/flush mounted installation.
With a 10.2-inch digital TFT display and a capacitive touch
screen (1280 * 800).
Built-in 5 mega pixels HD digital camera (with the function of
hardware-blocking for privacy protection) and support two-way
video calling; with the encoding of H.264.
Built-in 3W speaker and microphone to make hands-free calls,
receive broadcasting and monitoring(digital noise reduction).
Supportive of broadcasting to all zones , part zones or
individual terminals.
The file broadcasting and pre-recording broadcasting function
which can broadcast local audio file or recording file to
designated terminals.
With a red emergency button and supportive if one-click
broadcasting to preset zones.
Support to show incoming and outgoing calls and playing voice
of incoming calls.
With the function of Line busy transfer, manual transfer and no
response transfer etc.
Support audio & video loop monitoring to terminals, the
contents are stored in the server which can be reviewed from
local place.
Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be registered to
VOIP phone system Independently (Mainstream IP-PBX e.g.,
Asterisk etc.)；
Supportive of initiating and receiving multi-party audio
conferences, with the function of remotely delivering local
conference files to participant terminals and to be displayed on
external screen via HDMI port, with the function of controlling
and managing participant terminals via the initiator terminal.
Supportive of initiating and receiving video command
conferences, participant terminals can receive audio and video
from the initiator terminal, with the function of controlling and
managing participant terminals via the initiator terminal.
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without IP
intercom server.
Support to view the status of otherIPterminals(login/talking/task
status).
With detachable microphone stem and three kinds of talking
modes: Hands free (Built-in microphone)/Hands free
(Microphone stem) and handset.
With 1 alarm out and in ports to trigger external alarm light and
accept linkage.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing network
segment and router, accessible to the system if the Ethernet is
available.

336

32.5

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9031V
POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION
NETWORK PROTOCOL

DC adapter 12V (12V/3.3A) or POE
（IEEE802.3af Standard)≤20W
TCP UDP ARP ICMP IGMP SIP HTTP FTP

NETWORK CHIP RAT

10/100Mbps

AUDIO CODING

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz～44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

VIDEO TRANSMIT RATE & CODING

96Kbps-2048kbps, H.264

CAMERA

CMOS 5 Mega pixels

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE

> 90dB,20 Hz～20K Hz

NETWORK DELAY & LANGUAGE

Intercom delay ≤30ms ; Chinese & English

LCD & BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER

TFT 10.2" LCD 1280x800 ; 3W

INTERFACE

1 RJ45, 1 alarm in, 1 alarm out, 1 Line in,
1 Line out,1 HDMI interface,2 USB interfaces

WORKING TEMPERATURE& HUMIDITY

-10℃~55℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

336x210x32.5mm ,1.65kg

IP VIDEO INTERCOMS
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

IP VIDEO PAGING MICROPHONE

IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL
XC-9136AV/BV

NAS-8530V

NAS8530HV + NAS8530LV + NAS8530T
Composition: Main microphone + Expansion + Handset.

CAMERA

VIDEO

SIP
XC-9136AV
Single button

CAMERA

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FEATURES















Ethernet switch

External audio
source




Active speaker



DIMENSIONAL DRAWING


77.5

300


257.3







SPECIFICATIONS



NAS-8530V
POWER SUPPLY

DC 12V/2A

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤15W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、SIP、HTTP、FTP

AUDIO CODING

MP2, MP3, PCM, ADPCM

CAMERA

COMS,0.3 Mega pixels(VGA,640x480)



S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONCE ≥90dB, 20Hz-20kHz
NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
VIDEO TRANSMIT

96Kbps-512Kbps, H.264

NETWORK DELAY

Intercom delay ≤30ms

LANGUGE

Chinese & English

DISPLAY SCREEN

TFT 4.3" LCD(480x272)

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Alarm in or 1 Alarm out
1 Line out, 1 Line in,1SD card port

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~65℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

300x257x77.5mm, 2.3kg
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IP VIDEO INTERCOMS

Ethernet Switch

with standard SIP protocol and can be
registered to VOIP phone system Independently
(Mainstream IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.);
Rugged and durable, high-end aluminum alloy panel.
Available for choosing single or double-key to realize full
duplex intercom.
With a built-in 3W speaker and dual microphone, available
for hands-free call, receiving broadcast and live monitoring.
With a built-in HD wide-angle camera (1080P) which
adopts the H.264 coding format to make HD video
intercom.
Terminal camera with function of wide dynamic range which
suppresses strong light and compensates low light for
working normally in backlighting environment;
With a built-in digital audio processor to enhance the effect
of noise reduction and improve the voice pick-up distance
and audio quality.
Supportive of onvif protocol to send video to the 3rd-party
platform for displaying.
Video backtrace, supportive of large-capacity FLASH
storage to save current video in real time, the microphone in
control center can display both real-time and backtrace
video of terminal during intercom(Limited to use on NAS8500 platform only)..
To intercept and upload automatically the terminal's current
video image to screen of microphone in control center
which is busy when calling(Limited to use on NAS-8500
platform only).
Supportive of offline intercom (initiation & receiving) without
server.
Supportive of tamper alarm, the server will alert
automatically when someone dismantles it during its normal
working state.
With 1 interface of alarm out to control door lock or alarm
light and 1 interface of alarm in to connect external panic
button.
With 1 Rec out channel for 24 hours audio recording.
With a standard RJ45 interface, supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if the
Ethernet is available.
Supportive of POE power supply.

DC Power

Emergency Button

 Compatible

257.3



CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FEATURES

 Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be registered to



POE

 For video communication in self-service banking, office,
shopping mall etc. indoor environment.

room.




SIP

PURPOSE

 For broadcasting, video intercom and monitoring in the control

VOIP phone system Independently (Mainstream IP-PBX e.g.,
Asterisk etc.)；
Support SIP video talking without SIP server.
With a professional composite shape of paging microphone,
carrying a 4.3"LCD screen with 33 plastic buttons.
Support partition broadcasting, with a red cue light on
automatically when talking.
With a built-in 3W speaker and a microphone to receive
broadcasting、make a full-duplex intercom and monitoring.
With a built-in digital camera of the H.264 coding format.
Supportive of two-way video calling.
Support the displaying of the incoming calls and outgoing calls
and the voice prompt of the incoming calls.
Support audio& video cyclic monitoring to other video terminals,
and contents are stored on the server which can be locally
looked through .
With a built-in digital audio processor，To enhance the effect of
noise reduction and improve the voice pick-up distance and
audio quality.
Support the ring tones and settings of the voice prompts of” call
through, call busy and hang up”.
To broadcast the pre-recorded emergency voice to the
specified terminals and trigger the alarm light which is
connected to the terminal flashes.
With 1 alarm input or output for the external linkage.
With NAS-8530LV expansion board (maximum cascade of 6)
and NAS-8530T handset for option.
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without IP
intercom server.
Support SIP server using DNS.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing network
segment and router, accessible to the system if the Ethernet is
available.

XC-9136BV
Two buttons

Electronic Locks
Active Speaker

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9136AV/BV
POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

DC adapter (24V/1A) or POE, ≤5W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、 HTTP、 SIP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz～44.1kHz，16bit，8kbps-320kbps

VIDEO TRANSMIT RATE & CODING

128Kbps-10Mbps, H.264

CAMERA

CMOS

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 in,1 Alarm in,1 Alarm out,1 Rec out
1 cascade interface

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20˚C～55˚C,≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

100x162x29mm,0.6Kg

IP VIDEO INTERCOMS
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INDOOR/OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT
IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL
XC-9171V

NAS-8523CV/DV

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
DC adapter
(Centralized or separate power supply)

Ethernet switch

NAC-20
(Alarm control box）
Emergency button Strobe light
/Alarm reset button

3P

3P

PURPOSE

Three-color door light

NAS-8523CV/DV （1 Mega Pixels）

 For two-way video communication in the indoor and

outdoor usage.
CAMERA

07

PURPOSE

Ethernet switch

Electronic lock /strobe light

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
101

 Dedicated design for internal communication in prison,
detention center etc.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

level

Active speaker Sound pick-up

DC adapter

51

6

FEATURES
NAS-8523CV/DV IP HD video intercom terminal

LCD EmergencyElectronic
button
lock

CALL

175

level

ALARM

IK07

VIDEO

 Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be

registered to VOIP phone system Independently
(Mainstream IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.)；

CALL

175

SIP POE

CAMERA

Emergency button
/door contact

SIP

191

IP65

FEATURES

IP54

NAC-19
(3-color door light）

Alarm control box

ALARM

85

SPECIFICATIONS
NAS-8523CV/DV

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
Concealed installation

≤8W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、SIP、
HTTP、FTP、ONVIF

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8KHZ～44.1KHZ，16BIT，8KBPS-320KBPS

36.7 mm

64 mm

295mm

134mm

315mm

315 mm

DC24V/1A

POWER CONSUMPTION
Surface mounted installation

115 mm
134mm

POWER SUPPLY

CALL

VIDEO TRANSMIT

96Kbps-512Kbps，H.264

CAMERA

CMOS, 1 Mega pixels(720P,1280x720)

INTERFACE

1 RJ45,1 Alarm in,1 Alarm out,1 Line / Rec
out,1 Line in,1 Cascade port(for connecting
alarm control box)

SERVICE

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20℃～70℃，≤90%RH(Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

191 x101 x51,0.95 kg

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9171V
POWER SUPPLY

DC adapter (12V/2A) or POE

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤7W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、SIP、HTTP、FTP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz～44.1kHz，16bit，8kbps-320kbps
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 Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be registered

to VOIP phone system Independently (Mainstream IP-PBX
e.g., Asterisk etc.)；

NAC-20
POWER SUPPLY

DC24V/1A

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤3W

INTERFACE

1 Cascade ports（for connecting IP video
terminal, alarm control box,3-color door light),
3 Alarm inputs,3Alarm outputs,1 DIP switch

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20℃～70℃，≤90%RH(Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

86 x86mm,0.15 kg

VIDEO TRANSMIT

128Kbps-2Mbps, H.264

CAMERA

CMOS, 1 Mega pixels(720P,1280x720)

DISPLAY SCREEN

TFT 7" LCD, 1024*600, Capacitive touch screen

POWER SUPPLY

DC24V/1A

DISPLAY LANGUAGE

English & Chinese

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤3W

INTERFACE

1 RJ45,1 Alarm in,1 Alarm out,1 HDMI port
1 Line out, Power output, Power supply port

INTERFACE

1Cascade port(for connecting 3-color door light)

NAC-19

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

Chinese & English

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY -20℃～70℃，≤90%RH(Not condensing）

INTERFACE

-20˚C~55˚C，≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

134 x 36.7 x 315 mm, 2kg

86x86mm,0.05 kg

IP VIDEO INTERCOMS
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SAFE CITY/CAMPUS/SCENICSPOT ENVIRONMENT

SAFE CITY/CAMPUS/SCENICSPOT ENVIRONMENT

IP HD VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL

IP VIDEO INTERCOM MODULE

XC-9241V

XC-9242V

XC-9242V Module
IPX5

SIP

NAC-17D Podetium


CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 Dedicated design for alarm assistance in the safe city,

PURPOSE

safe campus and smart scenic spot etc.



FEATURES

FEATURES

a waterproof ratio of IPX6;available for being post-fixed.

 All metal housing and with protection grade of IP X5;

 With the “one-touch call” function (by pre-setting up the













80

3-φ7.5

80






SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9241V
POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION DC24V / 5A, ≤ 80W
NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP,UDP, ARP,ICMP,IGMP,SIP,HTTP,FTP,ONVIF

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8khz-44.1khz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

VIDEO TRANSMIT RATE & CODING

16kbps-2mbps

CAMERA

CMOS

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 port, 2 alarm in, 1 alarm output(Switching
signal), 1 controlled power supply output(12V),
1 Line out, 1 Power output,1 Line in

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

20℃~70℃,-40℃~70℃(optional),
≤ 90% RH (no condensation)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

261x120x417mm, 9.5kg
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Strobe Light

XC-9242V
Optical fiber
AC 220V
NAC-17D

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
260

260

100

252.0

74

191.0
164.0

360



230

120

Horn Speaker

346.4



261



93.5



DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

327





Ethernet Switch

335



Horn Speaker

call" function（ by pre-setting up the
target on the server）, available for a full-duplex intercom；
With a built-in 10W speaker and a microphone; available for
making hands-free intercom and receiving broadcast；
With a strobe light on top of NAC-17D to remind people of
emergency call.
With a built-in 50W digital amplifier module; available for
connecting with the external column loudspeaker or horn
speaker (8 Ω)；
Optionally to choose podetium with speaker and to choose
two different height monitoring poles.
Camera parameters:
XC-9242V: With a built-in wide-angle camera (1080P) and
infrared fill light, with the H.264 encoding to realize video
intercom.
Comply with standard ONVIF interface protocol, available
for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR and other
storage devices to realize audio and video recording
synchronously for traceability；
Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be
registered to VOIP phone system Independently (Mainstream
IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.)；
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without
server；
With Sound alarm function, the server will be alerted
automatically when the ambient sound level exceeds a
defined range continually；
With tamper alarm function ,the server will be alerted when
the terminal is removed from the bottom shell；
With 2 alarm inputs for connecting external emergency
buttons；
With a controlled power supply output of DC12V/500mA to
directly drive strobe light.；with a switching signal output for
controlling other devices.；
With a monitoring port for connecting external sound pickup；
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if the
Ethernet is available；

DC Power adapter

 With “one-touch

DC Adaptor

417



CONNECTION DIAGRAM

Dedicated design for emergency call in the safe city, safe
campus and smart scenic spot etc.
Ethernet Switch

 Stable, durable all-metal shell and violence-resistible with

target on the server) ,available for a full-duplex intercom.
Built-in 10W speaker and microphone; available for
making hands-free calls and receiving the broadcasting.
With a built-in 50W digital amplifier module; available for
connecting with the external column loudspeaker or horn
speaker (8 Ω).
With infrared fill light and a built-in HD wide-angle
camera (1080P) which adopts the H.264 coding format
to realize HD video intercom.
Comply with standard ONVIF interface protocol, available
for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR and other
storage devices to realize audio and video recording
synchronously for traceability；.
Compatible with standard SIP protocol and it can be
registered to VOIP phone system Independently
(Mainstream IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.).
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without
IP intercom server.
With Sound alarm function, the server will be alerted
automatically when the ambient sound level exceeds a
defined range continually
With tamper alarm function ,the server will be alerted
when the terminal is removed from the bottom shell；
With 2 alarm inputs for connecting external emergency
buttons..
With a controlled power supply output of DC12V/500mA
to directly drive strobe light； with a switching signal
output for controlling other devices
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

(To use with podetium NAC-17D， podetium
style can also be designed by clients)

NAC-17D

230

PURPOSE

SIP

243

CAMERA

2406

IPX6

CAMERA

XC-9242V

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9242V
POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION
NETWORK PROTOCOL
AUDIO SAMPLING& BIT RATE
VIDEO TRANSMIT
CAMERA
INTERFACE
WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY
DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

DC 24V/5A，≤90W
TCP/IP、
UDP、ARP、
IGMP、SIP、HTTP、FTP、ONVIF
ICMP、
8kHz~44.1kHz，16bit，8kbps-320kbps
128Kbps-10Mbps, H.264
CMOS
1 RJ45，2 Alarm in，1 Alarm out， 1 Line in/ out，
2 Power output,1 Communication interface
-30℃~55℃，≤90%RH（Not condensing
360x252x74mm，5kg(NAC-17D：
260x260x2406mm(Monitoring pole excluded),50kg）

IP VIDEO INTERCOMS
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INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT

BANK ATM ENVIRONMENT

IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL

IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL

XC-9201V

NCS-3086

NAS-3086AV

CAMERA

SIP

NAS-3086BV
(Single key call)

NAS-3086CV
(Double key call)

PURPOSE
CONNECTION DIAGRAM
 Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be



CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 Suitable for communication in extremely harsh environments,

such as high noise, heavy dust,strong acid and alkali, high
and low temperature.



FEATURES



 Aluminum alloy casted shell with strong anti-riot property


and automatic door-covering function
 With numerical keys to make a random full-duplex intercom
to any terminals.

Ethernet switch

Alarm light

Horn speaker

 With“one-touch call"function（ by pre-setting up the target



241

125

141

245



 With a 30W digital amplifier module; available to connect the

 Comply with standard ONVIF interface protocol, available for

directly connecting to the mainstream NVR and other
storage devices to realize audio and video recording
simultaneously for traceability；
 To adopt multi-layer waterproof and dustproof structure,

with protection grade of IP66
 With a standard RJ45 interface, supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if the
Ethernet is available.
 Supportive of POE power supply.
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141

external column loudspeaker or horn speaker(8 ohm);
 Ring tone comes out from built-in speaker or external horn
speaker to ensure the identification in noisy environment.
 Optionally strobe light can be chosen to remind people of
emergency call.
 Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be registered
to VOIP phone system Independently (Mainstream IP-PBX
e.g., Asterisk etc.)；



346

344

270
335



DIMENSIONAL DRAWING



SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9201V
POWER SUPPLY AND

DC24V/2.7A or POE

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤40W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、SIP、IGMP、ONVIF

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz，16bit，8kbps-320kbps

INTERFACE

1 RJ45，1 controlled power supply output(12V)，
1 Power output

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20℃~60℃，≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

346x241x125mm，7.4Kg

The functions of the panel:
1.High-end brushed aluminum panel, available for
single or double-key call, full-duplex intercom.
2.With a Built-in 3W speaker and a microphone for
receiving broadcasting and hands-free talking, high
sound pressure level design(86dB).
3.With a built-in HD wide angle CMOS color camera
which adopts Hi-Fi video encoding technology to ensure
image without ghosting and distortion
during longdistance transmission.
4. Automatic audio patrol and cycled monitoring are
available for panel.
5. With the function of tamper alarm and against
puncture

Speaker(for security warm prompt &BGM use)
>> ATM Bank Notes Room <<

>> ATM Self-service Area <<
Video Panel
NCS-3086CV

Video Panel
NCS-3086CV

IP Terminal
NCS-3086AV
DC Power adapter
Short-cirruit output
For releasing door lock etc.

Hand in hand connection, and the line is up to 300m

Trigger signal
Wall

Ethernet Switch

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
215
215

100

162





300




on the server）,available for a full-duplex intercom；
Available to broadcast to all or part of authorized zones.
With a built-in 3W speaker and a microphone to make a
full-duplex intercom and receive broadcasting
With a handset to answer the call;
With a built-in HD camera of the H. 264 coding format.
available for HD video intercom；



registered to VOIP phone system Independently
(Mainstream IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.)；
Built-in high-capacity FLASH which can be used for
storing prompt tone,configuration information and backup
data etc., Available for upgrading storage content via
cross-routing network;
One IP video terminal can connect 8 video panels and 8
audio panels at the same time to improve resource
utilization rate.
Standardized 2x10W digital amplifier and the volume can
be adjusted individually.
With 2 alarm inputs, 1 alarm output, 1 voltage
output(12V) for linkage.
With the function of Intercom and broadcasting without IP
intercom server.
With Sound alarm function, the server will be alerted
automatically when the ambient sound level exceeds a
defined range continually.
With tamper alarm function ,the server will be alerted
when the terminal is removed from the bottom shell.
Built-in watchdog to monitor operating status of IP video
terminal to ensure stability.
With the function of sending local video image to IP video
console automatically when calling busy.
With the function of configuring user information remotely
to query log of IP terminals on condition that permission
is allowed.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.
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PURPOSE

FEATURES

POE

SIP

162

CAMERA

125

IP66

100

32
35.5

SPECIFICATIONS
NCS-3086
POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 24V/2.7A, ≤25W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、SIP、HTTP、FTP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO CODING

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz～44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
VIDEO TRANSMIT RATE

96Kbps-2Mbps

BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER

2x10W

CAMERA

CMOS, 0.3Mega pixels(VGA,640x480)

INTERFACE

NCS-3086AV：1 RJ45 In, 2 Panel out, 2 Power
output, 2 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out, 1 Voltage
output(12V),1 Line out,1 Rec out,1 Reset port
NCS-3086BV/CV：2 panel ports(1 in and 1 out)

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

NCS-3086AV: -10℃~55℃, ≤90%RH
(Not condensing)
NCS-3086BV/CV:-20℃~70℃, ≤90%RH
(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

NCS-3086AV: 215x125x37 mm,0.8kg
NCS-3086BV/CV: 100x35.5 x162mm,0.5kg

IP VIDEO INTERCOMS
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FLYING TANKER/VENDING MACHINE ENVIRONMENT

SMART STREETLIGHT/CHARGING PILE ENVIRONMENT

IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL

IP VIDEO INTERCOM TERMINAL

XC-9138V

XC-9137AV

XC-9138V

POE
IPX5

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

such as smart
environment.

Emergency button

DC power adapter

FEATURES
 All metal housing, sealed packaging, safe and solid.

Ethernet switch
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IP VIDEO INTERCOMS

piles

and

other

Ethernet switch

 Rugged and durable, high-end aluminum alloy panel, with

Electronic locks












SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9138V



DC power adapter

+ -



affecting the overall aesthetics.
With a built-in HD, ultra wide-angle camera(1080P,
diagonal viewing angel=160°), full range coverage, no dead
ends; with the H.264 encoding format to realize highdefinition monitor and video intercom.
Terminal camera with function of wide dynamic range which
suppresses strong light and compensates low light for
working normally in dark and back lighting environment;
Comply with standard ONVIF interface protocol, available for
directly connecting to the mainstream NVR and other
storage devices to realize audio and video recording
simultaneously for traceability；
Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be
registered to VOIP phone system Independently (Mainstream
IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.)；
With a built-in speaker and a microphone to receive
broadcasting and make full-duplex intercom.
Supportive of offline intercom (initiation & reception) without
server.
With 1 short circuit out which can control the alarm light.
With 1 short circuit input which can connect to external
button.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if the
Ethernet is available；.
To intercept and upload automatically the terminal's current
video image to screen of microphone in control center
which is busy when calling.
Supportive of POE power supply.

1 23

protection grade of IPX5.
 Embedded installation into the wall and podetium, without

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

Server

Emergency button
DVR

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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charging

86
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streetlight,

FEATURES

 Embedded hidden installation, without influence on the main


CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 Dedicated design for outdoor small emergency call use,

machine, flying tanker, charging station, vending machines
etc. environment.

device style and aesthetics.
With a call button to realize full-duplex intercom.
With a built-in HD, ultra wide-angle camera(1080P,
diagonal viewing angel=160°), full range coverage, no dead
ends; with the H.264 encoding format to realize highdefinition monitor and video intercom.
Terminal camera with function of wide dynamic range which
suppresses strong light and compensates low light for
working normally in back lighting environment;
Comply with standard ONVIF interface protocol, available for
directly connecting to the mainstream NVR and other
storage devices to realize audio and video recording
synchronously for traceability.
Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be
registered to VOIP phone system Independently(Mainstream
IP-PBX e.g.,Asterisk etc.)；
Video backtrace, supportive of large-capacity FLASH
storage to save current video in real time,the microphone in
control center can display both real-time and backtrace
video of terminal during intercom.
With a built-in speaker and a microphone to receive
broadcasting and make full-duplex intercom.
Supportive of offline intercom(initiation & receiving)without
server.
With 1 alarm out interface to control door lock or alarm light
and 1 alarm in interface to connect external panic button.
With a standard RJ45 interface, supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if the
Ethernet is available.
To intercept and upload automatically the terminal's current
video image to screen of microphone in control center
which is busy when calling.
Supportive of POE power supply.

POE

129.8

 Specifically for monitoring and video intercom in barrier gate

SIP

+ -

PURPOSE

CAMERA

147

SIP

162

CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9137AV

POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

DC adapter (12V/2A) or POE , ≤4W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, GMP, HTTP, SIP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8KHZ～22KHZ，16BIT，8KBPS-320KBPS

VIDEO TRANSMIT RATE & CODING

128Kbps-10Mbps,H.264

CAMERA

CMOS

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 in，1 Alarm in，1 Alarm out,1 Rec out

CAMERA

CMOS

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20˚C～50˚C，≤90%RH（Not condensing）

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 in，1 Alarm in，1 Alarm out，1 Rec out

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

Main panel 80x100x35.6mm,
Key board 32x50x24 mm,0.6Kg in total

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20˚C～50˚C，≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS

100*36*162mm





POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

DC12V/2A or POE， ≤4W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、HTTP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz，16bit，8kbps-320kbps

VIDEO TRANSMIT RATE

128kbps-10Mbps

IP VIDEO INTERCOMS
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

IP PAGING MICROPHONE
NAS-8502

IP INTERCOMS
SECURITY | TRANSPORT | INDUSTRY | COMMERCE | EDUCATION | HEALTH CARE

NAS8502B + NAS8502L
Composition: Main microphone + Expansion.

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For

the one-way broadcast, two-way intercom and
monitor in the main control room.

FEATURES
IP INTERCOM TERMINAL·
 A professional composite shape of paging microphone,

·IP INTERCOM TERMINAL






·IP WIRELESS BASE STATION


IP INTERCOM TERMINAL·
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IP INTERCOMS

Ethernet switch

Active speaker

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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121.5

SET
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VOL-
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MONITOR

OK

0

C

TALK

244.2

IP PAGING MICROPHONE·

External audio source

244.2



with a TFT color screen, a 20-key board and an
indicating light.
Adopting high-speed industrial chip with a start-up time
≤1second.
Available to broadcast towards different partitions and a
red indicator will be automatically turned on at the
beginning of the talk;
With a built-in 3W speaker and a microphone to talk and
monitor in two-way.
Support to display the Chinese and English name of the
outgoing calls and incoming calls for identification.
To trigger the flashing of the external alarming light on the
specified terminals.
With audio line output interface which can be connected
to active speaker.
With audio line input interface which can be connected to
external audio sources for broadcasting to target
terminals.
With NAS-8502L expansion board (maximum cascade of
16) and each expansion board has 8 shortcut keys for
option（ each shortcut key name can be customized for
broadcasting to specified areas or designated terminal）.
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without
IP intercom server.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

BROADCAST

SPECIFICATIONS
NAS-8502
POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 9V/2.5A; ≤5W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO CODING

MP2, MP3, PCM, ADPCM

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

S/N&FREQUENCY RESPONCE

≥90dB,20Hz-16kHz

FREQUENCY RESPONCE

20Hz-20kHz

NETWORK DELAY

Intercom delay ≤30ms

DISPLAY SCREEN

TFT 1.8" LCD 128x160

LANGUGE

Chinese & English

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Line out, 1 Line in

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~65℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

244.2x121.5x60.3mm, 0.9kg

IP INTERCOMS
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

NAS-8515

NAS-8516

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For the communication in the indoor environment.

 For the communication in the indoor environment.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Headphone

Headphone

 With a LCD display and a mini size, it can be table

 With a LCD display and a mini size, it can be table

topped all wall-mounted.
 With numerical keys to make a full-duplex intercom

 With






Electronic lock / Alarm light

Emergency button

Ethernet switch

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
95.7

95.7

50.6
DC12V

OUT

IN

LAN

MIC PHONE



(default) at random or a PPT half-duplex intercom.
DC adapter

DC adapter

 To broadcast to those permitted zones.
 Available to make a one-touch call by pre-set 9 terminal

Electronic lock / Alarm light

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
50.6

95.7

95.7
DC12V

OUT

IN

LAN

NAS-8516

NAS-8515

IP INTERCOMS

Ethernet switch

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
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Emergency button

195.7

195.7

195.9

ID or make a one-touch broadcast to partitions by preset 9 partition codes.
 With a built-in 3W speaker and microphone, available to
make a hand-free call and receive broadcast.
 With the audio output and the microphone input to
connect the earphone.
 With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

195.9

topped or wall-mounted.
two buttons, supportive of one-touch call &
broadcast or the customized double call buttons if the
targets have been pre-set on the server.
By default, it's a full-duplex intercom; with options for
half-duplex intercom in a noisy environment.
With a built-in 3W speaker and a microphone, available
to make a hands-free call and receive the broadcast.
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without
IP intercom server.
With the audio output and the microphone input to
connect the earphone.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

MIC PHONE

PURPOSE

POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 12V/2A, ≤5W

POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 12V/2A, ≤5W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

DISPLAY SCREEN

LCD 16 Charx2

DISPLAY SCREEN

LCD 16 Charx2

LANGUAGE

English

LANGUAGE

English

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out, 1 Line out,
1 Mic in

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out, 1 Line out,
1 Mic in

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~65℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~65℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

195.9X 95.7X50.6mm, 0.3kg

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

195.9 X95.7X50.6mm, 0.3kg

IP INTERCOMS
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

NAS-8527

NAS-8528

PURPOSE
PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For the communication in the indoor environment.

 For the communication in the indoor environment.

FEATURES
 With a handset and a LCD display, it can be table topped

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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DC12V
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DC Adapter
Electronic lock / Alarm light

Emergency button

Ethernet switch
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Emergency button

Headphone

PHO





Electronic lock / Alarm light

NE




DC Adapter

PHO





MIC



Headphone

193



or wall-mounted.
With two buttons, support one-touch call & broadcast or
the customized double call buttons if the targets have
been pre-set on the server.
By default, it's a full-duplex intercom; with options for
half-duplex intercom in a noisy environment.
With a built-in 3W speaker and microphone, available to
make a hand-free call and receive broadcast.
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without
IP intercom server.
With the audio output and the microphone input to
connect the earphone.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

or wall-mounted.
With numerical keys to make a full-duplex intercom
(default) at random or a PPT half-duplex intercom.
To broadcast to those permitted zones.
Available to make a one-touch call by pre-set 9 terminal
ID or make a one-touch broadcast to partitions by preset 9 partition codes.
With a built-in 3W speaker and microphone, available to
make a hand-free call and receive broadcast.
With the audio output and the microphone input to
connect the earphone.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

MIC

 With a handset and a LCD display, it can be table topped

193

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS

NAS-8528
NAS-8527

POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 12V/2A, ≤5W

POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 12V/2A, ≤5W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

43

IP INTERCOMS

DISPLAY SCREEN

LCD 16 Charx2
English

DISPLAY SCREEN

LCD 16 Charx2

LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE

English

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out, 1 Line out,
1 Mic in

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out, 1 Line out,
1 Mic in

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~65℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~65℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

198x159x120mm, 0.65kg

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

198x159x120mm, 0.65kg

IP INTERCOMS
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

INDOOR/OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT

IP WIRELESS INTERCOM BASE STATION

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

NAC-5010

Suck antenna
(Standard)

PURPOSE

Omnidirectional Antenna
(optional)

Walkie-talkie
(Self provided)

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
IP54

 For the interconnection between the IP terminals and the

wireless intercom system in the way of PTT half duplex
intercom.

NAC-11
Rain protection roof
（optional）

Walkie-talkie
Antenna

FEATURES
 The frequency of the IP wireless intercom base station is








 Notes: Such main brands as Motorola, Kenwood and

Vertex etc. of the walkie-talkie are compatible with the IP
base stations.

45

IP INTERCOMS

Ethernet Switch

and waterproof functions.

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

DC Power

FEATURES

INTERCOM TERMINAL

 Strong and durable, whose installation can be wall
484

263






SPECIFICATIONS
NAC-5010
POWER CONSUMPTION

AC 220V 50Hz,≤40W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY

403-470MHz

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Rec out(Optional), 1 Antenna jack

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~70℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

484x263x88mm, 4.8kg





embedded or surface-mounted.
With numerical keys to make a random full-duplexintercom to any terminals.
To broadcast and monitor to those permitted zones.
With a built-in 3W speaker and microphone, available to
make a hand-free call and receive broadcast.
With audio output to connect with the active speaker or
earphone.
With an alarm out interface to control door lock or alarm
light; with an alarm in interface to connect the panic
button.
With a waterproof ration of IP54 (with the waterproof
cover). provided with a special screw and the equipments
against the puncture to avoid any man-made damages.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

Emergency Button
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a) Sucker antenna (standard): Can be fixed on any
metal, gain: 3.6dBi, frequency:403-470MHz,height:
70cm, maximum power:100w,sucker diameter:20cm
b) Omnidirectional antenna(optional):Model:NAC-32,
material: FRP, fixed installation, gain:5.5dBi,
frequency:403-470MHz, height 120cm, maximum
power:150w, wind resistance strength:60m/s

 For indoor and outdoor environment with anti-explosion

254



CONNECTION DIAGRAM

254



Amplifier

88



PURPOSE
Ethernet switch

88



403-470MHz; transmitting power is 25W; Maximum
communication distance is 14KM;
Available for the IP terminal to join in the frequency point
of base station and make a half-duplex intercom to the
walkie-talkie with this frequency point.
Available for the IP terminals to broadcast to the wireless
frequency points of the numerous stations and the
broadcast will be received by the relevant walkie-talkies.
Available for the IP terminals to broadcast to the amplifier
which connects to the IP network base station;
Available for the walkie-talkie (with numerical keys) to
make a randomly half-duplex call to any IP intercom
terminals;
Available for the walkie-talkie (with numerical keys) to
make a broadcast to any partitions of the IP intercom
terminals;
Available for the walkie-talkie (with numerical keys) to
broadcast to the amplifier which connects to the IP
network base station;
Multiple IP network wireless intercom base stations are
available for extending the communication distance which
can be up to thousands of kilometers of wireless
communication.
Different types of antennas are optional according to
different environments.

3

C

MIC

116

86
109
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SPECIFICATIONS
NAS-8514
POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 12V/2A, ≤5W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

AUDIO SAMPLING& BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
INTERFACE

1 RJ45 In, 1 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out, 1 Line out

WORKING TEMP & RH

-20℃~70℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

254x116x46mm, 1.3kg

IP INTERCOMS
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INDOOR/OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT

SAFE CITY/CAMPUS/SCENICSPOT ENVIRONMENT

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

NAS-8523A/B

XC-9201

NAS-8523A
Single button

(Optional)
NAC-11 Rain protection roof

NAS-8523B
Two buttons
IP54

PURPOSE

IPX6

SIP

SIP

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For the communication in indoor/outdoor intercom.

DC Power

Ethernet Switch

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 Suitable

for communication in extremely harsh
environments, such as high noise, heavy dust,strong acid
and alkali, high and low temperature.

FEATURES
 Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be
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IP INTERCOMS





ALARM


116

35

113.5



SPECIFICATIONS
NAS-8523A/B
POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 24V/1A, ≤8W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP, SIP, HTTP, FTP

AUDIO CODING

SUPPORT ALAW, ULAW, G722, SPEEX

S/N

≥90dB

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

20Hz –16kHz

LANGUGE

Chinese & English

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 in, 2 Alarm in, 2 Alarm out, 1 Line out,
1 Line in, 1 Rec out

WORKING TEMP & RH

-20℃~70℃, ≤90%RH(No condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

116x209x41mm, 1.1 kg








Horn speaker

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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Alarm light

141




Ethernet switch

270

141
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CALL

and automatic door-covering function
make a random full-duplex
intercom to any terminals.
With “one-touch call" function（ by pre-setting up the
target on the server） , available for a full-duplex
intercom；
Available to broadcast to all or part of authorized zones.
With a built-in 3W speaker and a microphone to make a
full-duplex intercom and receive broadcasting
With a handset to answer the call;
With a 30W digital amplifier module; available to connect
the external column loudspeaker or horn speaker(8 ohm);
Ring tone comes out from built-in speaker or external
horn speaker to ensure the identification in noisy
environment.
Optionally strobe light can be chosen to remind people of
emergency call.
Compatible with standard SIP protocol and can be
registered to VOIP phone system Independently
(Mainstream IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.)；
Comply with standard ONVIF interface protocol, available
for directly connecting to the mainstream NVR and other
storage devices to realize audio and video recording
simultaneously for traceability；
To adopt multi-layer waterproof and dustproof structure,
with protection grade of Ip66
With a standard RJ45 interface, supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.
Supportive of POE power supply.

 With numerical keys to

Speaker

209



ALARM

346




CALL

344



 Aluminum alloy casted shell with strong anti-riot property
Emergency Button

335



FEATURES

Alarm Light

300



registered to VOIP phone system Independently
(Mainstream IP-PBX e.g., Asterisk etc.)；
With a 6mm-thick aluminum panel; provided with a
special screw and the equipments against puncture to
avoid any man-made damages.
With a waterproof ratio of IP54 (with waterproof cover);
with the installation of embedded or surface-mounted
design.
With a built-in 3W speaker and microphone, available for
hands-free call and receiving broadcast;
With a built-in flash memory of large capacity
With a built-in digital audio processor, To enhance the
effect of noise reduction and improve the voice pick-up
distance and audio quality.
With audio output interface which can be connected to
active speaker or headphones.
With 2 alarm inputs to connect the external buttons and 2
alarm outputs to control the flashing of the external alarm
light on the terminal;
Support Sound alarm, the server will alert automatically
when the environment volume exceeds a preset range
continually
Support tamper alarm, the server will alert automatically
when someone opens it during its normal working state.
With the function of initiating and receiving a call without
IP intercom server；
Support SIP server using DNS
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9201
POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION DC24V/2.7A or POE，≤40W
NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、SIP、IGMP、ONVIF

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz，16bit，8kbps-320kbps

INTERFACE

1 RJ45，1 controlled power supply output(12V)，
1 Power output

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20℃~60℃，≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

346x241x125mm，7.4Kg

IP INTERCOMS
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BANK ATM ENVIRONMENT

BANK/EXPRESSWAY ENVIRONMENT

IP INTERCOM TERMINAL

IP WINDOW INTERCOM TERMINAL

NAS-8521

DWT-6502A/DWT-6502B

NAS-8521A

NAS-8521B
(Single key call)

Safety warehouse
NAS-8521E
(Unfold installation)

NAS-8521C
(Double key call)

Internal unit DWT-6502A

IP54

External unit DWT-6502B

PURPOSE
 Suitable for intercom in banking counter or charging window

PURPOSE

etc. environment.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Bus Connection:

FEATURES

Speaker(for security warm prompt & BGM use)

 To adopt a single DSP multi-channel acoustic technology to
>> ATM

>> ATM Self-service Area <<

Bank Notes Room <<

FEATURES

NAS8521B
Control Panel

NAS8521C
Control Panel

Ethernet Switch



Trigger
Short-circuit output

CALL

CALL

SERVICE

For releasing door lock etc.
DC Power
NAS8521A
IP Terminal



Hand in hand connection, and the line is up to 300m
Wall

Star connection:
Speaker(for security warm prompt & BGM use)

>> ATM

NAS8521B

Ethernet Switch
Trigger
Short-circuit output
For releasing door lock etc.



>> ATM Self-service Area <<

Bank Notes Room <<



NAS8521E
NAS8521A
IP Terminal

DC Power
NAS8521G
Distributor
Wall

67
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155

155

155

166

155

NAS-8521A

NAS-8521B/C

NAS-8521E





SPECIFICATIONS
NAS-8521

k

POWER CONSUMPTION

DC 12V/2A, ≤23W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、HTTP

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
NETWORK CHIP RATE
INTERFACE
WORKING TEMP & RH

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

49

IP INTERCOMS



10/100Mbps
1 RJ45 in, 1 panel out, 1 Line out, 1 Record out,
2 Alarm in, 2 Alarm out, 1 SD card port, 1 Reset port
NAS-8521A:-10℃~55℃, ≤90%RH(No condensing)
NAS-8521B/C/E:-20℃~70℃,
≤90%RH (Not condensing)




Internal Window
Intercom

External Window
Intercom

Window Glass

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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DC-12V

46.5

115



To Ethernet Network
Analog Audio Output

160

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

102



prevent howling and channel interference effectively and
realize digital HD full-duplex intercom really and truly,
GA38-2015 Compliant.
To adopt a full touch button design for the window
intercom, without time limitation of pressing button.
To identify the sound source, at the same time, suppress
environment noise, with function of automatic volume
adjustment and restoring true voice.
To provide three scene modes (quiet, standard, noisy),
available for one key adjustment.
With a single tail line design to connect internal and external
unit of window intercom to avoid cable loosening and make
desktop tidy and more be beautiful.the connection between
the machine and the machine using a tail line to the end of
the table, the better solution to move loose wiring, clean
desktop, more solid and beautiful;
With a hard metal professional cavity structure design to
completely eliminate resonance of device itself and achieve
pure and natural sound effect.
Available for customizing personalized service voice
message and manually broadcast "Hello, Welcome" and
"Welcome to visit next time".
To provide analog output port for simultaneous recording via
the third-party device (e.g., DVR).
Available for calling to remote microphone in monitoring
center and being called to realize two-way hands-free
intercom.
Available for real-time monitoring, partial or the whole zone
broadcasting to internal and external unit of window
intercom via the microphone in remote center.
Available for setting different call targets on server software
for the left and right buttons or setting offline intercom on
web page.
With the function of intelligent self-detecting, available for
detecting the status of device itself and giving a prompt in
local place or reporting it to control center if there is
anomaly.
Available for establishing three-way intercom among
customer, counter clerk and leader.
Supportive of web page management and crossing network
segment and router, accessible to the system if the Ethernet
is available.

SPECIFICATIONS
DWT-6502A
POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION DC 12V/1.5A, ≤5W
NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、FTP

AUDIO CODE

PCM/AAC

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE

＞90DB,20 HZ～16K HZ

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 in,1 Power supply port,1 External unit
port,1 Rec out

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-20℃~55℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

Internal unit 160x95x46.5mm,0.44kg,External
unit 83x24mm,0.2kg

NAS-8521A: 210x155x45, 0.5kg
NAS-8521B/C: 115x166x32, 0.8kg
NAS-8521E: 67x155x30, 0.3kg

IP INTERCOMS
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IP PA EQUIPMENT
IP AUDIO AMPLIFIER (INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER OF CONSTANT VOLTAGE)
NBS-2301

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
SECURITY | TRANSPORT | INDUSTRY | COMMERCE | EDUCATION | HEALTH CARE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
NBS-2301/NBS-2301P13/NBS-2301P26/NBS-2301P36/
NBS-2301P55/NBS-2301P70

MIC

Zone1

CD Player

Zone2

Caution

AU X1

PURPOSE

CONTROL

OUT

IN
AU X2

2

1

MIC3

INPUT

OUTPUT

F10AL 250V

NC
NO
CO M 1 CO M 2

OUT
MIC2

IN
A-G B-G C-G

CO M 3 CO M 4

 Suitable for distributed use in WAN network, supportive of not only
network management but also to be used as an independent
small system.

Power output Power input
~220V 8A ~220V 55Hz

SD
LAN

Zone3

Constant amplifier

Zone4
Alarm in /out

To Ethernet

To Expansion Amplifier
NBS-2301

FEATURES
 With a 4.3-inch TFT true color LCD screen, control



·IP COLUMN LOUDSPEAKER


IP OUTDOOR SPEAKER·






IP HORN SPEAKER·



CONTROL

OUT

IN
AUX1

AUX2
1

2

NC
NO

1 00 V
C OM

1

2

保险丝规格
FUSE TYPE

3

4

NBS2301

O UT
MIC2

FA

-60CP

F2AL

-120CP

MIC3

F5AL

-240CP

IN

F8AL

-350CP

F10AL

G - 1 G -2 G -3

OUTPUT
4 - 16Ω 7 0V

100V

C OM

电源输入
~220V 50Hz

SD
LAN

警告
小心触电非专业人员
请勿打开

To Ethernet

Alarm in/out

Speaker ( Constant Voltage )

To Expansion Amplifer
NBS-2301P13/NBS-2301P26/NBS-2301P36/NBS-2301P55/NBS-2301P70

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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zone2
zone3
zone4
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Zone1
MIC C D Player
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IP INDOOR SPEAKER·

knobs, available for operation via infrared remote control.
Network type integrated constant voltage amplifier (70V /
100V / 8 Ω), with the control function of 4 sub-zone.
With pre-amplifier function, available for volume
adjustment of each audio channel independently.
Supportive of playing files in local SD card automatically
(built-in clock chip) and manually, available for upgrading
SD card content remotely.
Supportive of offline broadcasting, available for playing
local files automatically when network is interrupted.
Supportive of intercom function, built-in microphone and
speaker.
With 3 alarm inputs and 2 alarm outputs for linkage.
With the acoustic control to the external amplifier and the
maximum power output of controlled power supply is
1000 watts, to use the NAC-5012 for a higher power
output of controlled power supply.
To partially power off internal power amplifier in idle
status, with low standby power consumption.
With a standard RJ45 interface, supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

·IP CELLING SPEAKER
IP DIGITAL AUDIO AMPLIFIER·

SPECIFICATIONS
NBS-2301

AC220V 50Hz ≤10W AC220V 50Hz ≤170W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP

NBS-2301P36

NBS-2301P55

NBS-2301P70

AC220V 50Hz ≤420W

AC220V 50Hz ≤650W

AC220V 50Hz ≤800W

550W(100V/8-16Ω)

700W(100V/8-16Ω)

8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbpspcs

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE

MIC1：66dB，MIC2、3：80dB， AU×1、2：75dB ；50Hz-18KHz

DISPLAY & LANGUAGE

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

NBS-2301P26
AC220V 50Hz ≤320W

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

130W(100V/8-16Ω)

POWER OUTPUT

51

NBS-2301P13

POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

260W(100V/8-16Ω)

360W(100V/8-16Ω)

TFT 4.3”LCD 480x272, Chinese & English

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 port, 1 Dynamic microphone in, 2 Mic in, 2 Auxiliary line in, 1 Line out、1 Power output、4 Sub-zone power output、3 Alarm in, 2Alarm out

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

483x398x88mm, 7.5kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

52

IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP AUDIO AMPLIFIER (INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER OF CONSTANT VOLTAGE)

IP AUDIO AMPLIFIER (INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER OF CONSTANT VOLTAGE)

NAS-8508

XC-9508

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For the integration of the terminal and the amplifier to
save the rack space.
MIC3/AUX

AUX1

AUX2

COM

Speaker

NAS-8508P06/NAS-8508P12/NAS-8508P24
To ethernet
Alarm out

 1U switch shape design.
 Simple industrial humanization design, displaying status signal in

CD Player

Radio


COM

70V

L

L

100V

R

R
MIC2

Speaker



AUDIO
LINE OUT

AUDIO
LINE IN

MIC3/AUX

AUX1

AUX2


21 Miconphone

To Expansion Amplifier

NAC-5

NAS-8508P36/NAS-8508P55/NAS-8508P70
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Note: The height of NAS-8508P36/NAS-8508P55/NAS-8508P70 is 88mm

SPECIFICATIONS

53

Speaker(Constant Voltage)

FEATURES

21 Miconphone

Alarm in

Active
Speaker

100V

To Expansion Amplifier
NAC-5

Audio
Sources

MIC

AUDIO
LINE OUT

R

R
MIC2

 With rack-mounted design; with high-performance of
network constant voltage power amplifier; starting time
≤ 1s.
 With a built-in digital amplifier of D-class; with
60W/120W/240W/360W/550W/700W (constant voltage
of 100V) outputs for options; with less emission of the
heat and higher efficiency; with the power-saving mode
for no signal input.
 With 5 input channels whose volumes can be adjusted
either respectively or unified.
 With the random setting of priority for the 5 input
channels (The microphone input on the front panel has
the highest priority default).
 With the audio line output to connect with the external
amplifier.
 With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

for WAN distributed application, supporting network
management and independent system management as well.

L

L
AUDIO
LINE IN

FEATURES

 Suitable

To ethernet

Radio CD Player

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

PURPOSE

the front panel, all of the switches and volume knobs are placed in
the back panel, to reduce the unprofessional operation.
Built-in high-efficiency digital amplifier, 100V constant voltage
output, efficiency is over 90%.
Integrated with front signal input interfaces (1×Mic Input,
2×Auxiliary Line Input, 1×Network Audio Input), independent
volume adjustment for every audio channel.
Supporting balanced signal input, significantly reduce the noise
caused by system connection, improve the SNR of the system.
Built-in bulk storage, supporting the remote update of timed task
and the triggering of task by alarm signal.
Supporting offline broadcasting, automatically enabling the local
broadcasting during network interruption
Possessing 1×Alarm In and 1×Alarm Out, with optional built-in 24V
forced-cut power output for the forced-cut volume controller.
International wide voltage power design, with strong adaptability of
the power supply.
Built-in complete protection circuit, supporting overload protection,
thermal protection, lightning protection and surge protection.
Integrated with standard RJ45 network interface, accessible to the
system when Ethernet is available, supporting crossing network
segment and router.

Ethernet Switch

AC220V Power

Server

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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PURPOSE

300

SPECIFICATIONS
NAS-8508P06

NAS-8508P12

POWER CONSUMPTION

AC220V 50Hz ≤75W

AC220V 50Hz ≤150W

NETWORK PROTOCOL
NETWORK CHIP RATE
AUDIO CODE

NAS-8508P24

NAS-8508P36

NAS-8508P55

NAS-8508P70

AC220V 50Hz ≤280W

AC220V 50Hz ≤420W

AC220V 50Hz ≤650W

AC220V 50Hz ≤800W

XC-9508P06

XC-9508P13

POEWR SUPPLY

AC100-240V 50\60Hz

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP, SIP

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING

8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE >85db，50Hz-20KHz

XC-9508P26

XC-9508P36

XC-9508P50

360W(100V)

500W(100V)

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

POWER OUTPUT

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE

≥90dB, 20Hz-16KHz

Signal Light

Power, Status, Signal, Clipping, Protection

POWER OUTPUT

60W
120W
(100V constant voltage) (100V constant voltage)

LANGUAGE

Chinese & English

INTERFACE

1×RJ45, 1×Mic Input, 2×Auxiliary Line Input, 1×Line Output, 1×Power Output, 1×Alarm Input, 1×Alarm Output.

240W
(100V constant voltage)

360W (8-16Ω or
100V constant voltage)

550W (8-16ΩΩ or
100V constant voltage)

DISPLAY & LANGUAGE

LCD 144x32 , Chinese & English

AUDIO INTERFACE

1 RJ-45 Port, 1 dynamic microphone input、2 Mic in、2 auxiliary line input、1 line output、1 power output

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~50℃,≤90%RH（Not condensing ）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

483x408x44mm, 5.7kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

483x408x44mm, 10kg

483x408x44mm, 12kg

700W(8-16ΩΩ or
100V constant voltage)

60W(100V)

130W(100V)

WORKING TEMP & HUMIDITY

-10℃～50℃, ≤90% RH (Not Condensing)

DIMENSIONS

430x300x44mm, 3.4kg

260W(100V)

483x398x88mm，7.4kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP AUDIO AMPLIFIER
NBS-2401

NAS-8505L

WITH 2x10W/2x30W CONSTANT RESISTANCE AMIPLIFIER

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 Suitable for large shopping mall, hotel, airport, railway

 For

the office, classroom, meeting room ...etc
communication

Line in
Alarm out ( Available for controlling forced cut off power supply )

Alarm in ( Available for being triggered )

FEATURES








Alarm out

Active speaker

 With a compact and a wall-mounted design to save
To Ethernet switch

Amplifier

space.
a high-speed dual-core(ARM+DSP) chip of
industrial grade whose starting-up time is ≤1s.
With a built-in digital amplifier of D-class; with a power
output(8 ohm) of 2x10W or 2x30W with less emission
of the heat and higher efficiency.
With an analog audio input and a local volume control
knob, With an audio output to connect with the external
amplifier.
With indication of status light, can display a variety of
status of terminals in real time (such as online and
offline etc.).
With 1 alarm out and 1 alarm in interface.
Support configuration remotely and upgrading online.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system
if the Ethernet is available.

 With
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Amp out

FEATURES

 With the Rack design (1U) and an anti-corrosion panel

made of aluminum alloy; Adopting hardware audio
encoding.
With 4-way analog audio output, independent network
decoder chip which can simultaneously decode 4-way
digital audio.
With 4-way analog audio input of being encoded
simultaneously for high-quality digital audio transmission.
With the function of being adjusted volume for each
individual audio input channel remotely via network and
audio of each input channel can be used as audio source
for transmission to any designated terminal to restore.
Built-in 4 alarm inputs and 4-channel alarm outputs for
linkage with the 3rd party devices.
Ultra-low network delay of voice transmission, e.g.,
broadcast delay≤ 30ms.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

465
183







SPECIFICATIONS

Alarm in

DC adapter

Audio input
Switch

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
132

132
36

station etc. environment.

PURPOSE

156.5

PURPOSE

SPECIFICATIONS
NBS-2401

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

NAS-8505L-60W

AC120V-240V

POWER SUPPLY

DC24V/1A

DC24V/2.7A

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤20W

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤24W

≤70W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO CODE

MP3/PCM/ADPCM

AUDIO CODE

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM

AUDIO SAMPLING

8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

S/N

≥90dB, 20Hz-16kHz

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE ≥90dB，20Hz-16KHz

55

NAS-8505L-20W

POWER SUPPLY

NETWORK DELAY

Broadcast delay≤30ms

NETWORK DELAY

Broadcast delay≤30ms

INTERFACE

4 RJ45 ports、4 Line in ports，4 Line out ports,
4 Alarm in sockets、4 Alarm out sockets

POWER OUTPUT

2x10W(8Ω)

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-10℃～50℃，≤90%RH（Not condensing）

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 port, 1 Line in, 1 Line out, 1 Power out,
1 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

483x183x44mm，4.2kg

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH(No condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

132x156.5x36mm, 0.5kg

2x30W(8Ω)

132x156.5x36mm, 0.6kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP AUDIO AMPLIFIER

IP AUDIO TERMINAL

NAS-8505B

NAS-8506B

WITH 60W/120W CONSTANT VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER
WITH 2x10W CONSTANT RESISTANCE AMPLIFIER

 For the office, classroom, meeting room...etc communication

 For

the classrooms
communication.

Alarm in Alarm out
Line in
Switch

OUT

LAN

Line out


Speaker(constant voltage)
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NAS-8505B-60CP
AC220V 50Hz,

DC adapter
Alarm out

Switch

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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256

NAS-8506B

NAS-8505B-120CP
AC220V 50Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION

DC12V/2A,≤24W

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤75W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

AUDIO CODE

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM

S/N

≤135W

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
S/N

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

Port for back up

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
POWER SUPPLY

shield on the top of the interfaces; with a all-mounted
installation and the starting time is≤1s.
3-inch LCD screen (128x64), 16 metal digit keys on the
panel and an infrared remote controller to play the audio
file and English material (saved in server).
Built-in digital amplifier of Class D and a voice output
same as the CD effect; available to receive a bell,
broadcast the leader's speech, English listening.
With a microphone on the terminal to enable the main
control room to monitor the classroom.
To broadcast to the other IP terminals(authorized) and
make an full duplex intercom to the main control room.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.
Options for Constant voltage backup module (model
suffix:-CP).

256

337
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Active speakerAudio input

 With a high-end brushed aluminum cover and a anti-dust

Panel

50.5



IN

50



Port for upgrading program
Amplifier out

100V
COM

283.5



classrooms

49

 With a network constant voltage amplifier in a ultra-thin and



multimedia

AUDIO
AC220V



and

FEATURES

FEATURES
wall-mounted design.
With a high-speed dual-core(ARM+DSP) chip of industrial
grade whose starting-up time is ≤1s.
With a built-in digital amplifier of D-class;with a power output
of 60W or 120W (100V); with less emission of the heat and
higher efficiency.
With an audio output to connect with the external amplifier.
With an audio line input, available to connect with the external
microphone pickups for the monitor in the main control room.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing network
segment and router, accessible to the system if the Ethernet
is available.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

49

PURPOSE

≥90 dB, 20Hz-16KHz

NETWORK DELAY

Broadcast delay≤30ms

POWER OUTPUT

60W(100V)

INTERFACE

1 RJ45 port, 1 Line in, 1 Line out, 1 Power out,
1 Alarm in, 1 Alarm out

120W(100V)

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

337x283.5x50mm,4.3kg

≥90dB, 20Hz-16kHz

NETWORK DELAY

Broadcast delay≤30ms, Intercom delay≤30ms

POWER OUTPUT

2x10W(8Ω)

INTERFACE

1RJ-45 port,1 microphone input,2 Line in,1Line out,
1 Alarm out,2 Power output,1 USB port,1 Constant
voltage backup input(optional)

WORKING TEMP & RH

-0℃～45℃,≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

256x186x49mm, 1.8kg

337x283.5x50mm, 5.1kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP AUDIO SPEAKER(INDOOR 2x10W)

IP AUDIO SPEAKER(INDOOR 2x30W/40W)

NAS-8507A

NAS-8507B

PURPOSE
 For

offices, classrooms and meeting rooms etc.
communication.

Ethernet switch
DC adapter

FEATURES
COM 100V
AMP IN

OUT

IN

UPDATE

LAN

STATE

 For

offices, classrooms,
communication.

Active speaker


Deputy speaker
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88.1

600

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

83.2

83.2

NAS-8507B-40W

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

NAS-8507B-30W

NAS-8507A-10W

NAS-8507B-40W

POWER SUPPLY

DC24V/1A

POWER SUPPLY

DC 24V/2.7A

DC 24V/2.7A

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤23W,Idle≤3W

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤40W

≤50W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP

AUDIO CODE

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM

AUDIO CODE

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~48kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

59

88.1

NAS-8507B-30W

600

147

83.2

600



450



DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

450



DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

digital amplifier and speakers; a installation of wallmounted design.
With a high-speed dual-core(ARM+DSP) chip of
industrial grade; start time≤ 1s.Built-in hi-fi linear
array speakers and stereo power amplifiers of ClassD.
With a built-in loop detector to remotely monitor the
working conditions of the speaker; easy to
maintenance.
To remotely adjust the volume of the output on the
server.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the
system if the Ethernet is available.
Notes:NAS-8507B-30W can drive the NAS-8507BS-30W deputy speaker(30W); NAS-8507B-40W is
not supportive of the deputy speaker

450



etc.

 With an integration of the network audio decoding,

246



rooms

FEATURES

DC24V

 With



meeting

LINE

Line input

and digital amplifier and speakers and a installation of
wall-mounted design.
 With a high-speed dual-core(ARM+DSP) chip of
industrial grade; start time≤1s.
a built-in hi-fi speakers and stereo power
amplifiers of Class-D. With a built-in loop detector to
remotely monitor the working conditions of the
speaker; easy to maintenance.
To remotely adjust the volume of the output on the
server or to adjust the volume through the volume
knob on the local device.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system
if the system is available.
Options for constant voltage backup module (model
suffix:-CP)
Notes: NAS-8507A-10W can drive NAC-301C deputy
speaker (10W); NAS-8507A-30W can drive NAC-301C
deputy speaker (30W)

VOL

Constant voltage
backup input

 With an integration of the network audio decoding

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE 8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
≥90dB, 50-15KHz(±3dB)

S/N

≥90dB, 200-18KHz

S/N

NETWORK DELAY

Broadcast delay≤30ms

NETWORK DELAY

Broadcast delay≤30ms

POWER OUT

2x10W(8Ω)

POWER OUT

2x30W(8Ω)

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-10℃~50℃，10%-90%RH（Not condensing）

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-10℃~50℃，≤90%RH(Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

246x157.5x147mm, 1.2kg

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

450x83.2x88.1mm,2.0kg

40W(8Ω)

600x83.2x88.1mm,2.6kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP PA EQUIPMENT

IP WATERPROOF COLUMN LOUDSPEAKER (OUTDOOR 60W)

IP AUDIO SPEAKER (INDOOR 2X30W)

XC-9601

XC-9602A/B

XC-9602A

SIP

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

XC-9602B

SEC-M1101A

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For offices, classrooms, meeting rooms communication.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

Power Adaptor Ethernet Switch
Server

Speaker

 For park and playground etc. outdoor public places

FEATURES

communication

FEATURES

amplifier and audio speaker.
 Adopting A7 528M integrated industrial grade chip, start-

 With an integration of the network audio decoding and

up time≤3s.

digital amplifier and speakers design.

 Built-in class-D digital amplifier, CD level voice output,









Power supply
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SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9601
POWER SUPPLY

AC220V 50Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤63W±2W/1kHz、Idle≤2.5W±0.2W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP,SIP

AUDIO CODE

MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM/G.711/G.722

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz～44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps

S/N, FREQUENCY RESPONSE ≥80dB, 50Hz-18KHz

61
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power output: 2×30W (DC adapter) and 2×10W (POE).
box design, divide-by-two fractional
frequency design.
Compound horn, adopting 5”LF component and 3”HF
components, perfect reduction of human voice and
music.
Possessing Offline ringing function, integrated with 2G
RAM, being able to import timed task, automatic
broadcasting when offline.
Possessing NTP automatic time correction function,
avoiding the ringing task failure caused by long time
offline.
Two audio input lines, one of them can be configured as
microphone input.
Possessing USB 2.0 interface, can be connected with
LED clock (SEC-M1101A), synchronously display time
and text.
Built-in 7 EQ digital equalization units, being able to
adjust the sound effect according to the environment of
installation site.
Optional: constant voltage backup module, connecting
100V constant voltage broadcasting circuit as the backup
line.
Optional: wireless receiving module, 2.4G wireless
microphone (NCS-R29):
Supporting automatic pair with the speaker when booting.
Supporting local amplification, the volume can be
adjusted by the microphone.
Possessing wireless infrared laser sensor, 8+ hours
operating time.
Computer control function, wireless page turning, zoom in
& out, window switch, desktop display, video play &
pause, screen off, power off.

 Inverse-phase

NETWORK DELAY

Broadcast delay ≤30ms

POWER OUTPUT

60W

WORKING TEMP& HUMIDITY

-40℃～55℃,≤90%RH（Not condensing）

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

160x161.5x415mm，5.8kg
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237




Ethernet switch

232

 Built-in large capacity flash and with a clock chip which

can be used for offline broadcasting according to preimported contents.
With an alarm input and output for linkage with external
devices.
With a built-in loop detector to remotely monitor the
working conditions of the speaker; easy to maintenance.
To remotely adjust the volume of the output on the server.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.
With a waterproof indicator lamp at the bottom which can
indicate terminal online/offline status.
Supportive of webpage configuration and online
upgrading etc.
All-weather design and with a waterproof ratio of IP55.
With the function of monitoring environmental noise which
can adjust output volume of speaker automatically
according to the environmental noise on site.

Amplifier(Constant Voltage)

 With an integration of the network audio decoding, digital

83

310

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9602A
POEWR SUPPLY & CONSUMPTION
POWER OUTPUT
NETWORK PROTOCOL
NETWORK CHIP RATE
AUDIO CODE
AUDIO SAMPLING
S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE
NETWORK DELAY

DC24V/2.7A, ≤65W
2×30W (8Ω)
TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP
10/100Mbps
MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM
8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
≥80dB, 30Hz~18kHz
≤30ms

INTERFACE

1×Power Supply, 1×RJ45, 1×USB, 2×Line In,
1×Line Out, 1×Constant Voltage Backup Input.

WORKING TEMP & HUMIDITY
DIMENSIONS

0℃~45℃, 10%~90%RH(Not Condensing)
310x232x156.5mm

POEWR SUPPLY & CONSUMPTION
POWER OUTPUT
NETWORK PROTOCOL
NETWORK CHIP RATE
AUDIO CODE
AUDIO SAMPLING
S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE
NETWORK DELAY

DC24V/2.7A, ≤70W
2×30W (8Ω)
TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP
10/100Mbps
MP2/MP3/PCM/ADPCM
8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit, 8kbps-320kbps
≥85dB, 50Hz~16kHz
≤30ms

INTERFACE

1×Power Supply, 1×RJ45, 1×USB, 2×Line In,
1×Line Out, 1×Constant Voltage Backup Input.

WORKING TEMP & HUMIDITY
DIMENSIONS

- 10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH(Not Condensing)
290x117x215mm

XC-9602B

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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IP PA EQUIPMENT

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

IP AUDIO SPEAKER (OUTDOOR 30W/60W/120W)

IP WALL-MOUNTED SPEAKER (INDOOR 15W)

XC-9603A03/A06/A12

XC-9607

SIP

PURPOSE

POE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

PURPOSE

 For outdoor public places communication.
Ethernet Switch

FEATURES

 With an integration of the network audio decoding, digital

Server

amplifier and column loudspeaker.

offline broadcasting based on imported files.
 Built-in loop detector to remotely monitor the working

amplifier.

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

working conditions of the speaker, easy to maintenance.
 Supportive of POE power supply and SIP protocol, with
XC-9603A03

XC-9603A06

1110

XC-9603A12

193

193
292

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

XC-9607

XC-9603A03XC-9603A06XC-9603A12
POEWR SUPPLY & CONSUMPTION

AC220V/50HZ, ≤40W

POWER OUTPUT
NETWORK PROTOCOL
NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps
8kHz~44.1kHz, 16bit

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE

≥80dB, 200Hz~18kHz

1×RJ45, 1×220V Power Input

WORKING TEMP & HUMIDITY

-20℃～55℃, ≤90% (Not Condensing)

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

AC220V/50HZ, ≤150W

60W

90dB (1m/w)

INTERFACE

DIMENSIONS

63

30W

AC220V/50HZ, ≤75W

120W

TCP/IP, SIP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

AUDIO SAMPLING

SPEAKER SENSITIVITY

292

227

710

the function of adjusting speaker output volume remotely
on server.
 With a waterproof ratio of IPX5 design, completely
suitable for outdoor environment.
 With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

151.5

510

125

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

 With a built-in loop detector to remotely monitor the

292



Reserved Interface

 With a built-in Hi-Fi speaker and stereo Class D power

conditions of the speaker, easy to maintenance.
 Supporting monitoring the environmental noise which can



 With an integration of the network audio decoding and

1234

 Built-in high-capacity flash and clock chip, supporting

automatically adjust the output volume of the speaker
according to the environmental noise level.
Supporting volume adjustment through remote control of
the server.
Supporting configuring the network parameters, audio
parameters and the task priority on Web pages, to
realize personalized configuration and online update.
Integrated with standard RJ45 network interface,
accessible to the system when Ethernet is available,
supporting crossing network segment and router.
All-weather design, IPX5 waterproof level.

Ethernet/POE Switch
DC Power adapter
+

digital amplifier and speaker and an installation of wallmounted design.
 With a high-speed dual-core (ARM + DSP) chip of
industrial grade, start time≤1s.

 With 30W/60W/120W outputs for options.



CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For halls and outdoor public places etc. communication.

220V Power Input

FEATURES



SIP

510*227*125

DC24V/1 A or POE

STANDBY CONSUMPTION

≤3 Watts

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps adaptable

MAXIMUM SPL

97dB±3dB

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、SIP

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

100Hz-18kHz

POWER OUTPUT（DC adapter） 1x20W/2 x10W

93dB (1m/w)

710*227*125

POWER SUPPLY

POWER OUTPUT（POE）

15W

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

193x151.5x292mm，2.4 kg

1110*227*125

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

IP CEILING SPEAKER (INDOOR 15W)

IP HORN SPEAKER (OUTDOOR 15W)

XC-9610

XC-9615

POE

POE

SIP

 For

corridors,
communication.

hall, playground,
communication.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
halls,

meeting

rooms

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

PURPOSE
 For

PURPOSE

SIP

outdoor

public

places

etc.
POE Switch
Server

etc.

FEATURES
Ethernet/POE Switch

 With an integration of the network audio decoding and
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Φ173



 With a built-in Hi-Fi speaker and stereo Class D power

Φ213
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Reserved Interface

165

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS

283.1mm

152mm

269mm

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9610

65

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

amplifier.
 With a built-in loop detector to remotely monitor the
working conditions of the speaker, easy to maintenance.
 Supportive of POE power supply and SIP protocol, with
the function of adjusting speaker output volume remotely
on server.
 With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the system if
the Ethernet is available.

202.9mm

 With an integration of the network audio decoding

1234

+

and digital amplifier and speakers and a installation
of ceiling-mounted design.
With a high-speed dual-core (ARM + DSP) chip of
industrial grade, start time≤1s.
With a built-in Hi-Fi speaker and stereo Class D
power amplifier (15 watts (8Ω)).
With a built-in loop detector to remotely monitor the
working conditions of the speaker, easy to
maintenance.
Supportive of POE power supply and SIP protocol,
with the function of adjusting speaker output volume
remotely on server.
With a standard RJ45 interface supportive of crossing
network segment and router, accessible to the
system if the Ethernet is available.

+

digital amplifier and speaker and an installation of wallmounted design.
 With a high-speed dual-core (ARM + DSP) chip of
industrial grade, start time≤1s.

DC Power adapter

224.3mm

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
XC-9615

POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

DC24V/1 A or POE）,≤3 Watts

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps adaptable

POWER SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

DC24V/1 A or POE，≤3 Watts

MAXIMUM SPL

97dB±3dB

STANDBY CONSUMPTION

≤5 Watts

SENSITIVITY

88dB±3dB /W/M

NETWORK CHIP RATE

10/100Mbps adaptable

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、SIP

MAXIMUM SPL

97dB±3dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

100Hz-18kHz

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP、SIP

POWER OUTPUT（DC adapter）

1x20W/2 x10W

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

100Hz-18kHz

POWER OUTPUT（POE）

15W

POWER OUTPUT（DC adapter）

1x20W

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

Φ213x165mm,1.4 kg

POWER OUTPUT（POE）

15W

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

283.1x224.3x269mm，2.0 kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
IP ALARM MATRIX

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

PRE-AMPLIFIER

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

NAC-5003

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
CD MP3 player
/

NAC-5001

LINE OUT

AC220V/50HZ
FUSE 1A

R

R

L

L

SERIAL NO:

Alarm light
Signal

AC220V/50HZ
FUSE 1A

LINE IN

Ethernet switch
COM

Fire switching signal

70V

100V

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
PURPOSE

 For the access to the fire alarm signal center to trigger

483
465

voice alert to be played automatically.

EMERGENCYSWITCH

NAC-5003

483

 Suitable for preamp of normal sound source.

32

PURPOSE

4Ω

Amplifier

POWER

88

BASS

TREBER

AUX3

AUX2

AUX1

MIC5

MIC4

MIC3

MIC2

MIC1

MIC1

POWER

FEATURES

FEATURES

44

259

345

 With 32 alarm in(Supportive of receiving switching signal

emergency inputs,2 Auxiliary line out.

SPECIFICATIONS

 The 1st Mic be of the highest priority and 2 emergency

external alarm light and display alarm status.
 Multiple IP network alarm matrixes can be used to extend

inputs have the secondary priority and Mic2/3/4/5 & 3
Auxiliary line in have the 3rd priority.
 The volume of each channel can be adjusted either
respectively or unified.

NAC-5003
POWER SUPPLY

AC185V-260V 50-60Hz

 To automatically send the alarm signal to the server and

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤15W

broadcast the task programmed in advance.
 With a standard RJ45 port supportive of crossing network
segment and router, accessible to the system if the
Ethernet is available.

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP, UDP, ARP, ICMP, IGMP

the range of the interfaces.

IP TELEPHONE INTERFACE

88

or DC 12V~24V) to receive signal from firm alarm center.
 With 8 alarm out(Normally open contact) to connect

 With 12 channels, including 5 mic in, 3 Auxiliary line in, 2

1 RJ45 port, 32 Alarm in, 8 Alarm out

INTERFACE
WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~70℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

483x259x44mm, 2.7kg

SPECIFICATIONS
NAC-5001
POWER SUPPLY

AC 220V 50Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤40W

INTERFACE

MIC in:1,2,3,4,5 EMC out:1,2AUX in:1,2,3

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

483x345x88mm, 6.5kg

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

NAC-5002B-4P

POWER AMPLIFIER

Ethernet switch

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

NAC-4650
OUTPUT

INPUT
UNBAL

BAL

UNBAL

BAL

220V-50Hz

Power Controller

Common
Amplifier

To PBX or public
telephone network

Or other device

Speaker(constant voltage)

Multimedia player

Speaker(fixed resistance)

Or
Digital tuner

PURPOSE
 For the access to the fixed telephone system to extend

the use range.

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
440

PURPOSE

OVER LOAD

O

 To connect with PBX telephone switchboard and the
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44

259

485
455

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
NAC-5002B-4P
POWER SUPPLY

AC 220V 50Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤24W

NETWORK PROTOCOL

TCP/IP、UDP、ARP、ICMP、IGMP

INTERFACE

4 RJ45 Port, 4 RJ11

AUDIO SAMPLING & BIT RATE

8kHz~44.1kHz，16bit，8kbps-320kbps

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~70℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

67

 For amplifying audio signal use.

483

GUARD

10

MASTER

483x259x44mm ,2.8kg

 With a 2U standard rack cabinet carrying a high-end
aluminium alloy panel, combining the aesthetics and
duration.
 With an advanced and efficient power amplifier circuit.
With a super power output and super loading capacity.
With an efficient cooling system in the short duct
structure of the amplifier. With the protection over the
short circuit output and DC output; with the protection
against the overheating and limiting voltage. With a
professional hi-fi sound effect.
 With a constant voltage output of 100V and 70V and a
constant resistance output of 4-16 ohms with an
unevenness ratio of ≤1.5db.

90




public telephone network via the analog phone line.
With 4 FXO interfaces for two or more calls.
To make a random full-duplex intercom to any IP
terminals through the outside line and vise versa.
Available for the outside line to broadcast to the IP
terminals.
With a standard RJ45 port supportive of crossing network
segment and router, accessible to the system if the
Ethernet is available.

90

POWER AMPLIFIER

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
NAC-4650
POWER SUPPLY

AC220V 50Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION

1080W

POWER OUTPUT

650W

S/N

≥80dB, 70Hz-20kHz

DISTORTION

＜1% at 1kHz 1/2 power out

INTERFACE

1 Line in, 1 Line out, 1 Power out

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

485x455x90mm, 18kg

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

OUTDOOR COLUMN SPEAKER

LINEAR COLUMN LOUDSPEAKER

NAC-3060B/3120B/3240B/3350B

NAC-510/520/530/540

NAC-920/930

Material: aluminum
Classic Outdoor Waterproof Sound Column
For broadcasting the speech and music with a hi-fi sound effect. Its highpower broadband with the loudspeakers is able to transmit the sound to a
long distance.

Material: aluminum
Luxury Indoor and Outdoor Linear Sound Column
For playing the audio and music with an excellent frequency response and
high efficiency.

PURPOSE

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

 For amplifying audio signal use.

MIC

CD Player

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

警告
小心触电非专业人员
请勿打开

 With






COM

4~16Ω 70V

NAC-510

NAC-520

NAC-530

NAC-540

NAC-920

NAC-930

10W

15W

25W

35W

20W(20-10-5W)

30W(30-15-7.5W)

MAX POWER

15W

25W

35W

45W

30W

45W

INPUT VOLTAGE

100V

100V

100V

100V

100V

100V

SENSITIVITY

91dB±3dB

91dB±3dB

93dB±3dB

98dB±3dB

92dB±3dB

94dB±3dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

130-14KHz

130Hz-14KHz

130Hz-14KHz

130Hz-14KHz

200Hz-20KHz

200Hz-20KHz

DIMENSIONS

153x123x315mm

153x123x415mm

153x123x515mm

153x123x615mm

450x83.2x88.1mm

600x83.2x88.1mm

WEIGHT

2.4kg

3.3kg

4.2kg

5.6kg

2.3kg

3.0kg

100V

MIC3

AC 220V 50Hz
F5AL 250V

Speaker group

Active speaker

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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AUX2

AUX1

MIC2

RATED POWER

OUTPUT

BA

398
86.6



OUT

IN

88



an advanced and efficient power amplifier
circuit.
With 5 input channels and the volume of each channel
can be adjusted either respectively or unified.
The first mic be of the highest priority, with the
function of forcibly cut in.
With the constant voltage of 100V, 70V and the
constant resistance of 4-16 ohms.
With audio line output to connect external amplifier.
With 8-segment LED level indicator to mark the
output volume of the amplifier.
With an amplifier system structure of less emission of
the heat and higher efficiency.
With the alarming and protection function against any
malfunction of the machine.

INDOOR CONFERENCELOUDSPEAKER

INDOOR LOUDSPEAKER

SPECIFICATIONS
NAC-3060B
AC 220V 50Hz

AC 220V 50Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤100W

≤200W

POWER OUTPUT

60W

120W

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE

MIC1: 66dB; MIC2, 3: 80dB;
AUX1, 2: 75dB, 50Hz~18KHz(+1dB, -3dB)

DISTORTION

≤0.5% at 1kHz 1/3 power output

INTERFACE

3 Mic inputs, 2 Line in, 1 Line out

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

483x398x88mm, 9kg

NAC-3240B
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NAC-3120B

POWER SUPPLY

483x398x88mm, 10kg

NAC-710W/720W/730W

NAC-2305

NAC-301C

Material: Plastic

Material: Plastic

Material: Wood

NAC-3350B

POWER SUPPLY

AC 220V 50Hz

AC 220V 50Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION

≤400W

≤500W

POWER OUTPUT

240W

350W

NAC-710W

NAC-720W

NAC-730W

NAC-301C

NAC-301C-CP

S/N & FREQUENCY RESPONSE

MIC1: 66dB; MIC2, 3: 80dB;
AUX1, 2: 75dB, 50Hz~18KHz(+1dB, -3dB)

RATED POWER

10W(10W/5W/3.3W)

15W(20W/10W/5W)

25W(25W/12.5W/8.3W) 30W(30W/15W/7.5 W)

6W

6W

DISTORTION

≤0.5% at 1kHz 1/3 power output

MAX POWER

20W

30W

40W

40W

10W

10W

INTERFACE

3 Mic inputs, 2 Line in, 1 Line out

INPUT VOLTAGE

100V

100V

100V

100V

8Ω

100V

WORKING TEMP & RH

-10℃~50℃, ≤90%RH(Not condensing)

SENSITIVITY

89dB±3dB

91dB±3dB

92dB±3dB

90dB

98dB±3dB

98dB±3dB

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

483x398x88mm, 12.7kg 483x398x129.5mm,16.2kg

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

120Hz-15KHz

130Hz-15KHz

130Hz-15KHz

70Hz-20KHz

200Hz-20KHz

200Hz-20KHz

DIMENSIONS

215x170x150mm

242x182x162mm

300x215x185mm

295x196x157mm

157x147x246mm

157x147x246mm

WEIGHT

2.2kg

3.0kg

3.5kg

3.6kg

1.0kg

1.2kg

SPECIFICATIONS
NAC-2305

IP PUBLIC ADDRESS
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PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

WALL-MOUNTED AND CEILING SPEAKER

HORN SPERKER

VOLUME CONTROLLER

IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM
PUBLIC SECURITY / ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE / SAfE CITY / EDUCATION / FIANCÉ / TRANSPORT / SCENIC SPOTS

NAC-2302H
Material: Plastic

NAC-2510

NAC-2503

NAC-2509

NAC-21/21F22/22F

Material: Plastic

Material: Plastic

Material: Aluminum

Volume Controller

SPECIFICATIONS
NAC-21/21F

NAC-22/22F

RATED POWER

6W

NAC-2302H

50W

NAC-2510

30W

NAC-2503

15W

IMPEDANCE

/

/

MAX POWER

10W

70W

40W

30W

SENSITIVITY

/

/

INPUT VOLTAGE

100V

100V

100V

8Ω

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

/

/

SENSITIVITY

92±2dB

109dB±3dB

113dB±3dB

106dB±3dB

CAPACITY

6W

30W

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

150Hz -15KHz

380 Hz -6.5KHz

250 Hz -8KHz

380Hz-8KHz

MODALITY

Resistor

Transformer

DIMENSIONS

275x185x120mm

325x325x350mm 285x285x210mm

220x250x170mm

DIMENSIONS

87x87mm

87x87mm

WEIGHT

1.2kg

2.58kg

1.2kg

WEIGHT

0.5 kg

0.5 kg

1.8kg

NAC-2509

·DIGITAL SOUND PICK-UP

CEILING SPEAKER
SPECIFICATIONS

NAC-131

NAC-111/112/113

NAC-131

NAC-111

NAC-112

NAC-113

RATED POWER

3W

15W

25W

35W
45W

MAX POWER

6W

25W

35W

INPUT VOLTAGE

100V

100V

100V

100V

SENSITIVITY

91dB±3dB

89dB±3dB

91dB±3dB

92dB±3dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

80-18KHz

80-15KHz

80-15KHz

80-15KHz

CEILING DIMENSIONS

φ170mm

φ170mm

φ200mm

φ240mm

Plastic frames , Steel mesh+ ABS shell

·DIGITAL SOUND PICK-UP

·DIGITAL SOUND PICK-UP
·IP SOUND PICK-UP

POE SPLITTER

YQ-POE2400A

PD-POE3201

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

YQ-POE2400A

71
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PD-POE3201

INPUT VOLTAGE

24V

INTERFACES

RJ45(F),RJ45(M), DC Plug(5.5mm)

12V

NETWORK MEDIA

Unshielded twisted-pair cable(Cat.5 min)

POE STANDARD

IEEE 802.3af

POWER OUTPUT

15.4W

DIMENSIONS

80x28 x25mm

LINE LENGTH

100mm

IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM

72

DESKTOP ENVIRONMENT

SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM

SYSTEM DIAGRAM

HD SOUND PICK-UP
TS-810A

On-site

Monitoring center

IP camera

HD sound pick-up

LAN/WAN
Sound pick-up gateway
Server

Ethernet Switch

Analog
Digital
sound pick-up sound pick-up

Sound pick-up

NVR/Audio&Video storage device

IP camera

IP camera

IP camera

IP sound pick-up

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
Function
Platform centralizer
management

Introduction
With ability to monitor status, alert malfunctions, upgrade software and adjust related
performance parameters for the connected pickup which greatly improves the audio
monitoring experience and management efficiency.

PURPOSE
Sound pickup
cooperative monitoring

Front-end sound pickups can cooperate with each other through the system array to
process the audio data such as voice, noise, reverberation and broadcasting on site
environment and suppress or enhance the environmental audio data through multiple
pickups, which can effectively improve the performance of audio monitoring.

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

 It`s mainly used for finance, justice, public security,
government affairs,education departments or other
industries with desktop sound pickup needs

FEATURES
Network audio and
video synchronization

The Sound pickup audio and camera video data are stored synchronously in the network
environment, and the installation position of the pickup is not restricted which is more
convenient for monitoring, wiring and maintenance.

Optimized audio and
video configuration

Audio and video on site can be freely bound, it is also available for many-to-one and
one-to-many binding, combining the most intelligibility audio with the most intuitive
video to maximize the restoration of the monitoring site.

Acoustic wave
performance configuration

Available to configure relevant parameters for front-end sound pickup via acoustic
wave,and there is no need to disassemble the pickup. The performance parameters of
the sound pick-up can be adjusted according to the actual acoustic environment, so that
it can truly meet the actual on-site environment requirements, and each model is
uniquely customized.

Intelligent Voice search

Multi-type sound
pick-up access
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To Analyze on-site audio data through the intelligent function of the sound pick-up
system platform, such as voiceprint recognition, voice recognition, keyword search and
early warning, abnormal sound alarm, specific recording alarm and other intelligent
functions, making monitoring and subsequent checkback work easier and faster

Available to access IP, digital, and multi-type analog (including third-party) sound
pickups through the system gateway,at the same time, it can carry out network
management, platform centralized, collaborative intelligent management and
maintenance.

IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM

 With the treatment of sandblasting and oxidation on the
metal shell and net cover, the overall appearance looks
elegant and noble
 With professional interview microphone, refined design and
circuit processing technology to make sound quality clear
and natural;
 AEC technology in combination with multi-level adaptive
noise reduction capabilities to reduce the background and
ambient noise effectively.
 Available for adjusting manually sound pickup distance and
volume according to the environment on site to achieve the
best monitor effect.
 With a built-in AGC circuit to suppress high-intensity sounds
automatically and eliminate the sound differences near and
far.
 To adjust automatically high-intensity sound and instant
impact sound to protect reliably the safety of back-end
audio monitoring equipment.
 With bran-new patent appearance to integrate with the
modern industry environment harmoniously
 With working temperature range of -25°C~70°C to meet a
variety of harsh environments;
 With function of polarity reversal of power supply and
lightning strike protection.
 With an integrated professional voice processing chip for
connecting active speakers, PC, DVR, IP camera etc.
 With ultra-strong audio line transmission technology, the
signal transmission distance can reach 3000 meters
(Recommend to use shielded cable for complex
electromagnetic environment).

SPECIFICATIONS
TS-810A
SOUND PICKUP RANGE

1-5m（Adjustable）

MICROPHONE

High-end dynamic directional microphone

POLAR PATTERN

Directional

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

20Hz~20kHz

SENSITIVITY

-35dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

600Ω unbalanced

PROTECTION CIRCUIT

Polarity reversal/Misconnection Protection

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Linear stabilized voltage supply
DC 9V－15V(12 V is suggested)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

105x100x24mm，0.25kg

IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

HD WIRELESS SOUND PICK-UP

DIGITAL SOUND PICK-UP

TS-909A/B

TS-905A

HD Wireless Sound Pick-up
receiving end

HD Wireless Sound Pick-up
sending end

Digital sound pick-up
IP camera

PURPOSE
PURPOSE

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

 Ceiling-mounted installation, It`s mainly used for indoor sound
pickup scenario in professional industry in the finance, justice,
public security, education, government department etc.

 It`s mainly used for finance, justice, public security, education
departments or other industries with wireless sound pickup needs

FEATURES

FEATURES

 Sending End:
 Engineering plastic body, suitable for multiple different wearing

method, with dynamic & fashionable appearance.
professional sound recording pick-up cartridge,
delicate shape design and circuit processing technology, bringing
superior sound quality.
-10℃～60℃ working temperature range, being able to function
properly in all kinds of harsh environments.
Standard Type-C USB interface, lithium battery power supply
mode, enabling continuous operation for 10 hours.
Adopting industrial grade chip, transmission range covers 800㎡,
1.5m pick-up distance, effectively shield environmental noise.
Receiving End:
Adopting independent noise reduction algorithm, possessing
self-adapting denoising ability, effectively reduce the background
noise and environment noise.
High-speed speech DSP unit, in combination with AEC (Acoustic
Echo Cancellation) technology, ensuring high speech intelligibility
Built-in AGC circuit, automatically restrain high intensity sound,
eliminate the sound difference from long distance, realizing clear
& bright sound playback.
Accessible to network directly, supporting POE powered, also
supporting centralized power supply, camera power supply or
independent power supply.
Supporting configuring the pick-up parameters in the background
web page, also supporting remote management and system
updates.
Supporting power polarity reversal and lightning protection, no
worries during the installation process.

 Adopting
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IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

TS-909A

TS-909B

SPECIFICATIONS
TS-909A
SOUND PICKUP RANGE

1.5m

MICROPHONE

Gold-plated Condenser Microphone

DIRECTIVITY

Monodirectional

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

20Hz-20kHz

SENSITIVITY

-45dB

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE
DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

150㎡ (Adjustable)

Omnidirectional

-30dB
/

100x30x17.8mm, 0.05kg

DC 9V-30V
Φ82x20mm, 0.09kg

 With the treatment of sandblasting and oxidation on the metal
shell,the overall appearance looks elegant and noble
 With professional interview microphone, refined design and circuit
processing technology to make sound quality clear and natural;
 To adopt SPON autonomous noise reduction algorithm to reduce
effectively background and environmental noise, available for
adjusting proper noise reduction mode according to different
scenes.
 High-speed voice DSP processing unit combined with AEC
technology makes the sound pickup with the features of fast and
stable response and high speech intelligibility.
 With self-checking function to report automatically fault status of
the sound pickup.
 With a built-in AGC circuit to suppress high-intensity sounds
automatically and eliminate the sound differences near and far.
 With dual recording function to realize audio and video
composite and restore the scene highly.
 With concealed anti-dropping structure for installation in a variety
of environments
 With working temperature range of -25°C~70°C to meet a
variety of harsh environments;
 With function of polarity reversal of power supply and lightning
strike protection.
 With an integrated professional voice processing chip for
connecting active speakers,PC,DVR,IP camera etc.
 With ultra-strong audio line transmission technology, the signal
transmission distance can reach 3000 meters(Recommend to
use shielded cable for complex electromagnetic environment).

SPECIFICATIONS
TS-905A
SOUND PICKUP RANGE

5-150㎡（Adjustable）

MICROPHONE

Gold-plated condenser microphone

POLAR PATTERN

Omnidirectional

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

20Hz~20kHz

SENSITIVITY

-30dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

200~1000 Ω unbalanced(Other impedance can
be customized）

PROTECTION CIRCUIT

Polarity misconnection Protection

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

DC8-30V

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

Φ80x24.6mm，0.13kg

IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT

IP NETWORK SOUND PICK-UP

OUTDOOR GUN-LIKE SOUND PICK-UP

TS-905E

TS-915A
Digital sound pick-up

IP camera
IP sound pick-up
IP camera

PURPOSE

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

 Ceiling/wall/desktop mounted installation,It`s mainly used for
indoor sound pickup scenario in professional industry in the
finance, justice, public security, education, government
department etc.

PURPOSE

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

 Indoor and outdoor installation, It`s mainly used for indoor and
outdoor professional sound pickup scenario in safe city, Xueliang
Engineering, Finance, Prison, Public Security, Scenic spot etc.

FEATURES
FEATURES
 With the treatment of sandblasting and oxidation on the allmetal shell, the overall appearance looks elegant and noble
 To adopt SPON autonomous noise reduction algorithm to reduce
effectively background and environmental noise, available for
adjusting proper noise reduction mode according to different
scenarios.
 High-speed voice DSP processing unit combined with AEC
technology makes the sound pickup with the features of fast and
stable response and high speech intelligibility.
 With a built-in AGC circuit to suppress high-intensity sounds
automatically and eliminate the sound differences near and far.
 Available for being powered via POE, centralized power supply,
camera, independent power supply
 With the ability of performance configuration,remote
management and system upgrading for sound pickup via
webpage
 With concealed anti-dropping structure for installation in a variety
of environments
 With working temperature range of -25°C~70°C to meet a
variety of harsh environments;
 With function of polarity reversal of power supply and lightning
strike protection.
 Network output, no delay with video integration;
 With an integrated professional voice processing chip for
connecting active speakers, PC, DVR, IP camera etc.
 With ultra-strong audio line transmission technology, the signal
transmission distance can reach 3000 meters (Recommend to
use shielded cable for complex electromagnetic environment).
 Passed the inspection by the Testing Center for Quality of Public
Security&Police Electronic Products under the Ministry of Public
Security
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IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM

SPECIFICATIONS
TS-905E
SOUND PICKUP RANGE

5-200 ㎡（Adjustable）

MICROPHONE

Gold-plated condenser microphone

POLAR PATTERN

Omnidirectional

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

20Hz~20kHz

SENSITIVITY

-30dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

200~1000 Ω unbalanced(Other impedance can
be customized）

PROTECTION CIRCUIT

Polarity misconnection Protection

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

DC8V-30V

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

Φ85x18mm，0.18kg

 Pointing direction adjustable installation structure, with the
treatment of sandblasting and oxidation on the all-metal shell,
the overall structure is stable and adaptable
 To adopt SPON autonomous noise reduction algorithm to reduce
effectively background and environmental noise, available for
adjusting proper noise reduction mode according to different
scenarios.
 High-speed voice DSP processing unit combined with AEC
technology makes the sound pickup with the features of fast and
stable response and high speech intelligibility.
 With self-checking function and parameters configuration via
external acoustic wave.
 With a built-in AGC circuit to suppress high-intensity sounds
automatically and eliminate the sound differences near and far.
 Available for being powered via centralized power
supply,camera, DC power supply(DC 8V-30V)
 With working temperature range of -30°C~75°C and protection
grade of IPX6 to meet a variety of harsh environments;
 With function of polarity reversal of power supply and lightning
strike protection.
 Supportive of analog audio isolation output and adjusting its
amplitude
 With an integrated professional voice processing chip for
connecting active speakers, PC, DVR, IP camera etc.
 With ultra-strong audio line transmission technology, the signal
transmission distance can reach 3000 meters (Recommend to
use shielded cable for complex electromagnetic environment).
 Passed the inspection by the Testing Center for Quality of Public
Security&Police Electronic Products under the Ministry of Public
Security

SPECIFICATIONS
TS-915A
SOUND PICKUP RANGE

2-30m（Adjustable）

MICROPHONE

Gold-plated condenser microphone

POLAR PATTERN

Directional

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

20Hz~20kHz

SENSITIVITY

-30dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

200~1000 Ω unbalanced(Other impedance can
be customized）

PROTECTION CIRCUIT

Polarity misconnection Protection

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

DC8V-30V

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

135x71x28mm，0.22kg

IP HD SOUND PICK-UP SYSTEM
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GLOSSARY
TCP/IP: (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol) Network communication protocol is the most
basic Internet protocol and the basis of international
Internet. It's composed by network layer IP protocol
and transport layer TCP protocol. TCP/IP defines how
electronic devices connect to the Internet, and the data
transmission standard.
LAN: (Local Area Network, LAN）It refers to a computer
group composed by multiple computers in a certain
area. It's generally within a thousands of meters. LAN
can achieve document management, software
application sharing, printer sharing, work group
scheduling, e-mail and fax communication...these
functions.
WAN: (Wide Area Network,WAN）It usually crosses the
big physics range, the coverage range from a few tens
of kilometers to thousands of kilometers. It can connect
multiple cities or countries, or across several
continents and provide long-distance communication
to form the international remote internet.
VPN: (Virtual Private Network, VPN） It can be
understood as a virtual internal exclusive
communication line in an enterprise. It can use the
special encrypted communication protocol to establish
an exclusive communication line for multiple
enterprises in different places which have connected to
Internet.
UNICAST: It's a point-to-point connection between the
client and server. “Point-to-point” means each client
receives the remote stream from server. The server will
send unicast stream only when the client requested.
MULTICAST: To realize point-to-multipoint connection
between the sender and each receiver. If a sender
transmits the same data to multiple receivers
simultaneously, it just need copy one same data packet.
It improves data transfer efficiency and reduces the
backbone network jam possibility.
SIP: (Session Initiation Protocol） It's multimedia
communication protocol and established by the IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force). It is a text-based
application-layer control protocol, it’s used for
creating, modifying and releasing one or multiple
participants conversation.
H.264: It's the 10th part of MPEG-4, that is the highly
compressed digital video codec standard suggested by
JVT(JVT, Joint Video Team) which is composed by ITUT video coding experts group(VCEG) and ISO/IEC
moving pictures experts group (MPEG).
ONVIF：It's a global video open interface standard, it’s
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an international open standard network interface
development forum of network video products which is
established by AXIS united BOSCH and SONY. It is
committed to use public and openness principle. The
ONVIF specification will ensure the intercommunity
between different video products suppliers.
FULL DUPLEX: It's a communication transmission term.
Communication allows data transmit in two directions
simultaneously, it is equivalent to two simplex
communication mode combination. Full duplex refers
to the data transmission in two directions
simultaneously(A→B and B→A). Refers to A→B, and B→
A simultaneously, it is instantaneous synchronous.
HALF DUPLEX: It refers to one action only within a
period of time. Early walkie-talkie and HUB devices are
half duplex based.
PTT: PTT is transmit button, press the PTT to talking
and loosen the PTT to receiving.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: It is also called response
curve, it's the curve which describes gain variation with
the changing of frequency. Any sound device or
carrier(a device to record sound signal) all has its
frequency response curve. The ideal frequency
response curve should be flat, it does not produce
distortion after the sound signal passed.
AUDIO SAMPLING: Convert the sound wave convert
into a series of binary data and reappear the original
voice, the A/D converter use tens thousands of times
per second rate for audio sampling, every sampling
recorded the original analog sound waves status in the
moment, that is sample. Sampling numbers per second
is sampling frequency or rate, the unit is HZ(Hertz).
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XC-9000

24

NAS-8523A

47

NAC-5003

67

NAS-8500

26

NAS-8523B

47

NAC-5002B-4P

67

XC-9031V

28

XC-9201

48

NAC-5001

68

NAS-8530V

29

NAS-8521

49

NAC-4650

68

XC-9136AV

30

DWT-6502A

50

NAC-3060B/3120B/3240B/3350B

69

XC-9136BV

30

DWT-6502B

50

SPEAKER

70

XC-9171V

31

NBS-2301

52

YQ-POE2400A

71

NAS-8523CV

32

NAS-8508

53

PD-POE3201

71

NAS-8523DV

32

XC-9508

54

NAC-21/21F/22/22F
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XC-9241V

33

NBS-2401

55

TS-810A
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XC-9242V

34

NAS-8505L

56

TS-909A
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XC-9201V

35

NAS-8505B

57

TS-909B
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NCS-3086

36

NAS-8506B

58

TS-905A
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XC-9138V

37

NAS-8507A

59

TS-905E

77

XC-9137AV

38

NAS-8507B

60

TS-915A
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NAS-8502

40

XC-9601

61

NAS-8515

41

XC-9602A

62

NAS-8516

42

XC-9602B

62

NAS-8527

43

XC-9603A

63

NAS-8528

44

XC-9607

64

NAC-5010

45

XC-9610

65

NAS-8514

46

XC-9615

66

ALARM IN/ALARM OUT: It is also On-off in/out, that is
contactor, there have 2 states between the contactors,
it's connect or disconnect. There are 2 kinds of
switching signal: Active & passive, active switching
signal will drive voltage when two contactors are
connected.
POE: (POWER OVER ETHERNET) It it based on
Ethernet Cat.5 wiring to transmit the data signal to IP
terminals(eg:IP phone, IP camera...etc), and it also can
offer the DC power to device at the same time.
IP66/IP65/IP54: IP protection degree, the 1st number
means the dustproof capability, No.6 means no dust
inside; the 2nd number means the waterproof
capability, No.6 means no harmful effect for spraying
the water to the shell everywhere, No.5 degree is
weaken than No.5 degree, and No.4 degree is weaken
than No.5.
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